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Chapterr 1
Introduction n
1.11

Prologue

Thiss dissertation deals with inter generational transfers. Many government
policiess redistribute resources between generations: pensions, public debt,
education,, changes in the taxation system as shifts towards or away from
capitall or labour income taxation. The existence and extension of these programmess crucially depend on the population age-distribution. In particular,
thee current systems of old-age income support are in need of urgent attention
inn light of various challenges: namely, the ongoing demographic changes, and
aa slowdown in productivity growth, which highlight potential weaknesses of,
orr threats to, those arrangements, as they create a disequilibrium between
revenuee and expenditures.
Ageing,, defined in this dissertation as an 'increase in the proportion of old
peoplee in the total population', is a worldwide phenomenon whose potential
implicationss for old-age income-support schemes raise similar questions in
manyy countries, whose governments are being urged to deal with the anticipatedd problems. This situation will endure as the population ageing trend
iss expected to last for several decades, and, consequently, it raises concerns
11
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aboutt the sustainability of Social Security (SoS)1 arrangements and the consequencess for the economy in general and public finances in particular.
Inn most developed countries, public pension systems provide the largest
sharee of old persons' income and account for an important proportion of
publicc expenditure. The ongoing demographic developments will create substantiall pressure on pension systems as well as on health-care and care for
thee elderly. In 2000, public pension expenditure - defined as old-age pensionss benefits paid from schemes run by the national governments - cost over
10%% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of the whole European Union
economyy and, even in an optimistic scenario, is expected to increase to over
13%% by 2050 (see Table 1.1). Total old-age related expenditures, that includee pensions and also health and long-term care on top of pensions, cost
onn average 15% of GDP in leading OECD countries and are expected to representt about 22% of GDP by 2050 (OECD, 2001: 154). However, it is less
clearr how ageing will influence the pattern of this type of expenditures. Even
thoughh there are variations in the extent of such increase in spending, the
overalll tendency is towards a larger share of national income being allocated
too public pensions.
Increasess in public spending on old-age pensions will be significant over
thee coming decades. Therefore, doubts about the overall sustainability of
publicc finances arise, in particular among European countries during their
ongoingg economic integration process and its core Stability and Growth Pact.
Actionn may have to be taken to shape a new old-age deal as concerns arise
aboutt the sustainability of the pension arrangements. This makes the financiall arrangements for old-age income provision one of the most significant
long-termm issues of economic policy in the developed and even the developingg world.
1

Inn this dissertation, the terms 'Social Security' and 'Old-age Pensions' will be used

interchangeably. .
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Tablee 1.1: Public pension expenditures as a percentage of GDP
2000 0 2020 0 2040 0 2050 0

2000 0 2020 0 2040 0 2050 0

14.5 5 16.0 0 18.3 3 17.0 0 Luxembourg g 7.4 4
Belgium m 10.0 0 11.4 4 13.7 7 13.3 3 Netherlands s 7.9 9
9.8 8
Denmark k 10.5 5 13.8 8 14.0 0 13.3 3 Portugal l
9.4 4
Finland d 11.3 3 12.9 9 16.0 0 15.9 9 Spain n

8.2 2

Austria a

France e

12.1 1 15.0 0 15.8 8

--

Sweden n

Germany y 11.8 8 12.6 6 16.6 6 16.9 9 UK K
Greece e
12.6 6 15.4 4 23.8 8 24.8 8 EU-15 5
6.7 7

8.3 3

9.0 0 Japan n

Ireland d

4.6 6

Italy y

13.8 8 14.8 8 15.7 7 14.1 1 USA A

9.5 5

9.3 3

11.1 1 14.1 1 13.6 6
13.1 1 13.8 8 13.2 2
9.9 9

16.0 0 17.3 3

9.0 0

10.7 7 11.4 4 10.7 7

5.5 5

4.9 9

5.0 0

4.4 4

10.4 4 11.5 5 13.6 6 13.3 3
-8.5 5
-7.9 9
4.6 6

--

--

6.7 7

-- : not available.
Sources:: Economic Policy Committee (2001) for EU countries and OECD (2001) for
Japann and the USA. The figures are not directly comparable, as the definitions given
byy the two organizations do not coincide.

Thiss chapter serves as an introduction to the subject of ageing and oldagee pensions, and in particular to the topics that will be dealt with in the
differentt chapters of this dissertation. It is organized as follows. The next
sectionn presents the economic and demographic facts that condition the pensionn systems in several countries. In Section 1.3 the characterization of the
currentt pension systems is presented. Section 1.4 presents the main questions
concerningg the future of old-age income support. Section 1.5 concludes with
ann overview of the different chapters of the dissertation.
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1.22

Background

Duringg the coming decades all the industrialized and many developing countriess are expected to face unprecedented demographic changes. The ageing
phenomenonn is the result of two facts: first, the secular decline in mortalityy rates; and, second, the more recent decreasing birth rates observed since
thee 1970s. On the one hand, improvements in living standards, health care
andd nutrition have led to an increase in life expectancy, while, on the other
hand,, birth rates have been below the replacement level of 2.1 children per
womann required to maintain a stable population. The decline in the birth
ratee - defined as the average number of children a woman would bear over
herr life, were current age-specific fertility rates to remain constant - is now
beingg reflected in less people reaching the young adult age, and therefore less
peoplee entering into the labour market (see Table 1.2), whereas the decline
inn mortality implies an increase in individual life expectancy (see Table 1.3).
Thiss leads to what appears to be a rather certain demographic prospect: the
ageingg of western populations, as significant and sustained boosts in birth
orr mortality rates seem unlikely. Even though a rebound in birth rates is
expectedd in the major developed countries over the next 50 years, it will not
exceedd the replacement level.
Totall population is expected to grow more slowly, or even shrink, in many
countriess (United Nations, 2001). However, for the analysis of the intergenerationall transfers, the relevant figures are the relative ones, in particular
thee ratio of those who work and generate labour income to those who do not
workk and whose consumption has to be financed somehow. The combined
effectt of the rise in life expectancy and the decline in the number of persons
inn the prime working-age groups will result in a significant increase in the
demographicc old-age dependency ratio

which is defined as the number of

peoplee who are 65 years old and over (the official retirement age in most
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OECDD countries2) per one hundred persons of middle-age, say between 15
andd 64 years old, who potentially are working and generating income. In
otherr words, the proportion of the population that is of working age will
decreasee (see Table 1.4). Hence, there will be fewer and fewer persons of
workingg age to support more and more old people.

Tablee 1.2: Birth rates
1975-80 0

2000-05 5

2025-30 0

2045-50 0

Austria a

1.6 6

1.2 2

1.4 4

1.7 7

Belgium m

1.7 7

1.5 5

1.6 6

Denmark k

1.7 7

1.7 7

Finland d

1.6 6
1.9 9

1.6 6

1975-80 0

2000-05 5

2025-30 0

2045-50 0

Luxembourg g

1.5 5

1.8 8

1.8 8

1.9 9

1.8 8

Netherlands s

1.6 6

1.5 5

1.7 7

1.8 8

1.8 8

1.9 9

Portugal l

2.4 4

1.5 5

1.6 6

1.8 8

1.7 7

1.9 9

Spain n

2.6 6

1.1 1

1.4 4

1.6 6

1.7 7

1.3 3

1.7 7

2.0 0

1.8 8

1.9 9

1.3 3

UK K

1.7 7

1.6 6

1.7 7

1.9 9

Greece e

1.5 5
2.3 3

1.4 4

1.9 9
1.6 6

Sweden n

1.2 2

1.5 5

1.9 9

China a

3.3 3

1.8 8

1.9 9

1.9 9

Ireland d

3.5 5

2.0 0

2.1 1

2.1 1

Japan n

1.8 8

1.3 3

1.6 6

1.8 8

Italy y

1.9 9

1.2 2

1.4 4

1.6 6

USA A

1.8 8

1.9 9

2.0 0

2.1 1

France e
Germany--

Source:: United Nations (2001), Annex Profiles of ageing - individual country data.

AA trend is clear from Table 1.4: the share of old people is expected to
doublee over the next 50 years in every single major European country and
inn the USA, and even triple in countries like Spain, China and Japan. The
demographicc old-age dependency ratio will rise from values of around 20% to
50%% or over by 2050. This means that, on average, there will be one person
off pensionable age for every two persons of working age. The overall trend in
otherr developed and even several developing countries does not differ much.

2

Forr workers over the age of 65, the participation rate in 2000 was minimal in all

developedd countries except in Japan and the USA: 22.4% and 11.1%, respectively (United
Nations,, 2001).
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Tablee 1.3: Residual life expectancy at age 60
2000-055

2025-30

2045-50

2000-05

2025-30

2045-50

Austria a

22.0 0

24.3 3

25.8 8

Belgium m

22.4 4

24.5 5

26.0 0

Luxembourg g

21.8 8

23.8 8

24.9 9

Denmark k

20.5 5

22.6 6

23.8 8

Netherlands s

21.5 5

23.2 2

24.5 5

Portugal l

20.6 6

22.4 4

Finland d

21.7 7

23.9 9

23.7 7

25.1 1

Spain n

22.5 5

24.0 0

25.1 1

France e

22.9 9

24.8 8

26.3 3

Sweden n

22.8 8

24.6 6

26.2 2

Germany y

21.5 5

23.9 9

25.5 5

UK K

21.5 5

23.8 8

25.0 0

Greece e

22.0 0

23.6 6

24.7 7

China a

18.1 1

20.6 6

22.2 2

Ireland d

20.4 4

22.4 4

23.7 7

Japan n

24.4 4

27.6 6

29.5 5

Italy y

22.0 0

23.7 7

24.9 9

USA A

21.8 8

24.0 0

25.1 1

Source:: United Nations (2001), Annex Profiles of ageing - individual country data.

Forr the analysis of pensions schemes, one must look at the economic dependencyy ratio - defined as the ratio between the number of retirees receiving
aa pension and the number of people who are working. The allocation of total
lifetimee between education, work, leisure and retirement has changed profoundlyy over the last decades, since the share of the life cycle devoted to
workk activities that provide an income of their own has fallen dramatically
andd no clear inversion of this tendency is to be expected. The entry into
thee labour market for many youngsters is delayed till their early or mid-20s3.
Onn top of the decline in the number of entries into the labour market, there
iss also an increase in the labour market outflow, as old workers are leavingg the labour force at younger ages. The labour force participation of the
workerss aged between 55 and 65 years has decreased sharply over the last
twoo decades, and it is now an average of 48% in 11 leading industrialized
economies,, and in some countries such as Belgium, Italy and the Nether33

Insofar as this late entry is due to increased schooling leading to investment in human

capitall and higher future productivity, the net effect of this phenomenon on output is not
clear. .
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Tablee 1.4: Old-age dependency ratios
1975 5 2000 0 2025 5 2050 0

1975 5 2000 0 2025 5 2050 0

24.0 0 22.9 9 37.9 9 62.5 5 Luxembourg g 20.0 0 21.5 5 28.5 5 31.4 4
Belgium m 21.8 8 25.9 9 38.0 0 51.2 2 Netherlands s 16.9 9 20.1 1 34.3 3 45.0 0
15.9 9 23.1 1 31.7 7 53.5 5
Denmark k 20.9 9 22.5 5 35.8 8 43.8 8 Portugal l
16.1 1 24.8 8 36.1 1 73.8 8
Finland d 15.8 8 22.3 3 41.8 8 48.8 8 Spain n
Austria a

21.5 5 24.5 5 36.2 2 46.7 7 Sweden n
Germany y 23.3 3 24.1 1 39.0 0 54.7 7 UK K
19.1 1 26.0 0 38.1 1 64.6 6 China a
Greece e
France e

Ireland d
Italy y

19.0 0 16.9 9 24.5 5 37.2 2 Japan n
18.9 9 26.7 7 40.6 6 68.1 1 USA A

23.5 5 27.1 1 41.5 5 54.5 5
22.2 2 24.1 1 34.8 8 47.3 3
7.8 8

10.0 0 19.4 4 37.2 2

11.6 6 25.2 2 49.0 0 71.3 3
16.3 3 18.6 6 29.3 3 34.9 9

Demographicc old-age dependency ratio — number of people 65 years and over per one
hundredd persons aged 15 to 64 years.
Source:: United Nations (2001), Annex Profiles of ageing - individual country data.

landss that figure was no higher than 33% over the 1990s (Gruber and Wise,
1999).. This labour market trend further amplifies the demographic trends
byy increasing the economic dependency ratio. Thus, the expected duration
off retirement, i.e. the period of time that elapses from the non-reversible
exitt from the labour market until death, increases at both margins because
peoplee are living longer but also retiring earlier. Hence, the demographic
dependencyy ratios presented in Table 1.4 can be seen as the lower bounds to
thee economic dependency ratios.

1.33

Pension Financing

Longg gone are the days when retirement was a rare happening. In past
times,, when the elderly were no longer able to earn their own income, many
off them were included in an extended household of three or four generations.
Somee of the elderly were still able to be active in labour-intensive household
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production:: for instance, in family-based farming. Therefore, their income
wass provided by their families, or they would rely on some sort of charity,
mostlyy run on a local basis and what would be called nowadays 'means-tested'
benefits,, with support only being given to those people whose resources fell
beloww a minimum threshold. Those transfers could work when (small) groups
weree together for a long time and with frequent interactions, hence making
stickingg to the 'cooperative' equilibrium easy to check and the deviation away
fromm it easier to be detected and punished. Furthermore, most of the time
thee elderly still had control of their assets, made up mainly of housing and
essentiall farm land, and thus their bequests could be made conditional on
thee care they were getting from their potential heirs. Therefore, the threat of
gettingg no inheritance could work as a deterrent to non-cooperative behaviour
off not providing for the elderly's well-being. However, with the advent of
manufacturingg and the increase in average life expectancy, retirement became
moree common as skills depreciated faster than in agriculture, and occupations
previouslyy open to old workers became scarcer.
Sincee the mid-19th century, several changes have led to the weakening
off the extended family. On the basis of economic theory, it is possible to
putt forward several possible motives for that evolution: the increased labour
mobilityy made it difficult to maintain the networks which were kept by custom
andd not by law; the increased marketization of the economy made it easier
forr families to replace parental labour; urbanization increased the cost of
hostingg another individual. Moreover, the introduction of pension systems
mayy also have played a role by crowding out private transfer for the elderly.
Nowadays,, the traditional systems of retirement provision are residual in
mostt of the western world, but they are still a significant source of support
forr the elderly in developing countries (for more details on this, see World
Bankk [1994, Chapter 2] and Verbon [1988, Chapter 2]).
Whenn family support and other traditional safety nets became less certain
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orr had broken down, public policy debates arose on the best way governments
couldd deal with the support to old people with no means of their own to
financefinance consumption. Then old-age pension schemes were created to provide
somee income to old people who were unable to get their own income in
thee competitive labour market. Bismarck's Germany in 1889 launched the
firstfirst formally organized and state-run pension system. It started mainly
ass a compulsory insurance scheme for labourers, with a notorious actuarial
component,, but yet generating some intragenerational redistribution.
Followingg the World Bank (1994) classification, it is common to talk
aboutt three pillars of retirement income support: the first pillar is made up
off a state pension, financed out of taxes on a pay-as-you-go (PAYG) basis;
thee second pillar works on a fully-funded (FF) or capital reserve basis, with
pensionn funds often provided by employers, and therefore called 'occupational
pensions';; and the third pillar covers individual pension schemes and products
thatt allow an individual to create his own pension.
Broadlyy speaking, PAYG schemes, also called unfunded pensions, are
arrangementss that cover old people (most cover retired workers only) that
workk on a tax-and-transfer basis, whereby current tax revenue pays for currentt pension benefits. The return on a mature PAYG system is a function
off the growth rate of the economy's wage bill and the economic dependency
ratio.. The tax-and-transfer feature of the PAYG system - benefits being paid
too today's retirees out of today's contributions - is dominant, financed either
throughh earmarked payroll contributions or in some cases also by transfers
fromm general tax revenues.
Thee second pillar runs on a funded basis. Funded schemes ensure that
contributionss are invested in funds for repayment to individuals after they
havee retired, or, in other words, individuals' mandatory contributions are
savedd and invested to pay their future pensions. These privately-run occupationall pensions are often provided by employers, and thus linked to an

10 0
employmentt status. In this pillar are also included 'book reserve' schemes.
Theyy work on the same principles as funded pensions, the main difference
beingg that the funds are kept within the sponsoring company as there is no
independentt fund identity, or not even real assets but just liabilities in the
company'ss books. These accumulated funds can be paid in a lump-sum way
ass a severance payment, as in Italy, or by a flow of pensions to the workers
overr the course of their retirement, as in France, Germany or Greece. These
bookk reserve schemes are expected to become less important, as moves towardss the build-up of autonomous pension funds are speeding up.
Thee third pillar provision is difficult to distinguish from other efforts by
individualss to allocate income over their life cycle. It is made up of individual
voluntaryy savings; it covers individual pension schemes and financial products
thatt allow an individual to provide for a desired consumption level after
retirement..

The mechanism behind its financing mimics very closely the

secondd pillar's financing, as people accumulate assets in preparation for their
retirement.. The main differences concern the stronger emphasis on individual
accountss and the freedom over the assets allocation in voluntary pensions
accounts,, such as the US 401 (k) accounts. Given that, roughly speaking,
theree are no fundamental differences between the financing of the second and
thirdd pillars, and for the sake of simplicity, in this dissertation no distinction
iss made between these two schemes, and we will refer just to the funded pillar
orr pension.
Att this point two questions arise: First, in what is the money invested?
And,, second, how are the pension funds organized? The contributions to
thesee funds are used to buy equities, government and corporate bonds, property,, or even art and timber (UBS, 2003), and they are therefore a major
sourcee of capital for the economy. Those assets plus their returns will be
usedd to pay for the benefits of the pension plan's members. Pension funds
aree organized in two main types: defined-benefit (DB) plans; and defined-
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contributionn (DC) schemes. The former pay a fairly predictable pension since
thee pension entitlements are defined and the contributions towards that fund
aree adjusted to meet the expected financial needs. This is the current option
forr most occupational pension plans. In a DC arrangement, the value of the
pensionn payments reflects the investment return on the fixed contributions
paid.. Examples are the US 401 (k) plans, or the pensions in Sweden's new
pensionn arrangement, which give the holder some control over the investment.. The crucial difference concerns the risk-bearing: in a DB the pension
sponsorr has to adjust the payments such that the benefits are kept fixed,
whilee in a DC the pension-receiver gets an uncertain income. For the sake
off simplicity, we shall leave risk on capital returns aside in this dissertation,
andd thus an implicit equivalence between DC and DB arises4.
Manyy pension systems around the world started as insurance schemes,
thoughh not always compulsory, but soon moved to tax-and-transfer PAYG
arrangements.. The most notable example is perhaps the US Old Age and
Survivorss Insurance programme. Established in 1935, it was one of the latest
inn developed countries. Although it was originally intended to accumulate a
significantt fund till the maturity of the system, by 1939 it was nearly completelyy unfunded. The reasons for the move were common to other countries:
aa big part was played by economic factors, such as the depletion of the reservess generated by the hyperinflation in the 1930s, and more attractive wage
growthh when returns on capital markets were still depressed; on the other
hand,, political factors also had a decisive role in such a move due to the
willingnesss to provide higher incomes to the first contributors to the system,
whoo would have received lower benefits if strict actuarial principles had been
4

Thee public unfunded systems could better be classified as DB. However, such clas-

sificationn is not so clear-cut, as governments have the power to (arbitrarily) set both
contributionss and benefits. In fact, in a forthcoming pension reform, it is likely that both
contributionss and benefits levels will be changed.
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followed.. Among some political wings, there was also concern about the perilss of a huge pension fund managed by the government, as it would make
availablee reserves that could finance an increasing public debt (Miron and
Weil,, 1997).
Nowadays,, providing income to old people is a complex and challengingg process, and the approaches around the world vary. Even if some of
thee schemes are quite old, it is possible to find remarkable similarities betweenn today's systems and yesterday's. And, despite the role that different
historical,, economic and political circumstances have played in shaping the
pensionss arrangements in the different developed countries over time, there
aree remarkable similarities across these countries' pensions schemes. It is
nott easy to classify the existing systems in terms of characteristics that are
commonn to all schemes in a single pillar. But, even though the division is
nott so clear-cut, the method of financing, referred to above, can be used as
thee crucial differentiation between the various schemes.
Thee pension system in any country is characterised by a strong public
PAYGG component or first pillar pension. There are, of course, detailed variationss in how the different systems operate, e.g. the eligibility criteria, which
varyy from country to country, but nonetheless, the tax-and-transfer feature
iss common to and overwhelming in any of these systems5.
Secondd pillar or F F pensions arise many times as the result of collective
bargainingg between employers and employees and have therefore a strong
employment-link.. They do not have a universal character as they arise at
thee firm or industry level, which means that the range of schemes within this
pillarr is broader than with respect to the first pillar. For instance, in only
5

Somee countries' public pension schemes accumulate limited funds due to non-

automaticc adjustment of the parameters whenever contributions exceed benefits. But,
inn any case, those funds are expected to run out in the 2010s (European Commission,
2003). .
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fourr member states of the European Union (Denmark, the Netherlands, the
Unitedd Kingdom and Sweden) is the funded component - the second and
thirdd pillars - well developed; in the United States, Australia and Canada,
employer-providedd occupational pensions are also widespread.
Thee only significant exceptions to this picture are just a few developing
countriess in Latin America that introduced overall changes of their pension
systemss in the 1980s and 1990s following Chile's early example, where in
19811 the PAYG system was abolished and replaced by a system of individuall retirement accounts (for more details on this matter, see Valdés-Prieto
[1997]). .
Inn the present European context, the increasing economic and political
integration,, including the increasing labour mobility across countries, makes
itt likely that pension systems will converge over the coming decades.
Thee (relative) importance of the different pillars for old-age income provisionn can be analysed by looking at different indicators. One way is by
measuringg the importance of the amount of assets held by pension funds.
Tablee 1.5 below compiles information on pension assets held by second and
thirdd pillar schemes. Even though these figures should not be considered as
directlyy comparable since the definitions, particularly concerning the assets
thatt are included in the third pillar, do not coincide across countries, they
neverthelesss provide information on the development of these instruments of
retirementt income financing.
Tablee 1.5 indicates that the importance of funded pension schemes varies
considerablyy among countries with similar income levels. In the Netherlands,, the United Kingdom, the United States, Denmark and Switzerland,
thee schemes are well developed, whereas, in countries such as Italy or Prance,
thee size of such funds is almost negligible, in terms of GDP. However, one
shouldd be aware that the level of asset accumulation varies according to how
longg these arrangements have existed, and that the development of occupa-
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Tablee 1.5: Assets of pension funds as a percentage of GDP
2 n dd pillar

2 n d + 3 r d pillar
--

2 n d pillar

2 n d + 3 r d pillar

Netherlands s

111.1 1

166 6

11.5 5

11.9 9

Austria a

12 2

Belgium m

5.9 9

14.7 7

Portugal l

Denmark k

23.9 9

79.4 4

Spain n

Finland d

8.9 9

12 2

France e

6.6 6

Germany y

77

--

Sweden n

56.6 6

--

--

UK K

80.9 9

--

16.3 3

--

EU-15 5

29.2 2

--

Greece e

4.2 2

--

Japan n

--

55 5

Ireland d

51 1

43 3

USA A

--

63 3

Italy y

2.6 6

--

Switzerland d

--

115 5

-- : not available.
Sources:: European Commission (2003) for EU countries by the end of 2000;
UBSS (2003) for Japan, the USA and Switzerland at the end of 2001.

tionall pension schemes is still only recent in many countries. Moreover, many
savingss are not explicitly linked to age, and therefore do not count as pension
assets,, though many of them are in practice used to finance retirement, and
itt is quite intuitive to argue that this phenomenon will be more significant
thee less developed financial markets are. Therefore, the de facto third pillar
assetss may indeed be more significant than the data presented in Table 1.5
suggests. .
Anotherr indicator of the importance of funded pensions for old-age incomee provision is given by the benefits paid out of these schemes. In the
Unitedd Kingdom and the Netherlands, the funding system is quite importantt amounting to about 40% of pensioners' income; in Denmark and Ireland
secondd pillar pensions also provide an important contribution to retirement
income,, representing between a quarter and a third of pensioners' income,
whereass in Belgium, Luxembourg and Sweden the figure is lower, between
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10%% and 25%; in all other EU Member States, the share of second pillar
pensionss is currently below 10%, and is negligible in countries like Austria,
Francee or Greece (European Commission [2003] for all figures mentioned
above).. In Canada and the United States, private pensions also provide a
significantt share of the elderly's income (Casey and Yamada, 2002). To sum
up,, it is possible to conclude that for the average pensioner the pension paid
byy funded schemes is always less than half of his or her income. Many times
PAYGG pensions are the only significant source of income in old-age.
Thee importance of occupational pension schemes and retirement savings
iss expected to increase, as the participation in those schemes and the developmentt of the pension industry are being stimulated by governments, by
meanss of, for instance, tax incentives, as in Germany and the United Kingdomm (European Commission, 2003). In fact, as an increasing share of the
currentt workers pay contributions to funded plans, one may expect that
fundedd pensions will have a more important role in the retirement income of
futuree pensioners.

1.44

Main Challenges Ahead

"Wee are aging, and this may be more than just our personal and
unavoidablee experience" (Boldrin and Rustichini, 2000: 41).

Thee trends described in Section 1.2 present various economic challenges.
Onn the one hand, they will imply a slower growth or even a fall in the
populationn of working age, and a contracting labour market along with the
changee in the production factor prices, ceteris paribus, in favour of labour.
Onn the other hand, savings, capital stock, interest rate, productivity, and
outputt may be affected. There will be more people close to retirement and
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retireess with large stocks of savings, on top of less people working. Thus,
initially,, the capital intensity, and the per capita output of the economy, will
increase,, as more people are saving for a smaller number of people using that
capital,, but, in the long run, these effects are less certain. As, even in an
increasinglyy open economy, investment is linked to a large extent to domestic
saving,, so this reduced demand for capital will affect its price, and depress
returnss on investment, and thus discourage savings in the long run 6 . Hence,
suchh developments obviously reduce the prospects for prolonged growth of
investment,, output and wages, and threaten economic expansion.
Thee ageing population implies not just an increase of expenditures on
pensionss but also a decrease in tax revenues, as there will be fewer taxpayers.. Therefore, the question arises as to whether PAYG pension systems are
sustainable.. Since the financial stability of the public pension system is to
aa large extent also tied to the sustainability of public finances as a whole,
thiss problem is likely to dominate fiscal policy in the coming decades, as
additionall financing needs will put a strain on the public accounts in many
countries.. On the other hand, increased longevity will not leave funded pensionn schemes unaffected, as either pensions will become more expensive, as
contributionss to those funds have to be increased in the case of DB schemes,
orr the financial situation of the elderly will worsen in the case of DC arrangements.. Furthermore, the macroeconomic environment in which these funds
operatee may also be affected, and thus the historical returns on assets may
nott hold.
Iff the current demographic and economic trends continue, pension systemss running on a PAYG basis will no longer be sustainable without policy
changes.. The failure to keep up with demographic realities can cause a misallocationn of resources between generations. Three options are usually put
6

Forr data on the correlation between domestic investment and savings, see Taylor

(1996),, and European Commission (2002).
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forwardd to maintain the current arrangement in a scenario of population ageing:: (a) raise taxes; (b) increase labour supply; and (c) use public debt. All
thesee options would leave the benefit structure more or less unchanged. A
fourthh solution would be to make all the adjustment through a reduction in
benefitss paid out of the PAYG schemes.
Firstly,, one option would be to impose higher taxes if current SoS promises
aree to be kept, which would mean a sharp rise in taxes to finance PAYG
schemes.. This implies increasing labour costs and threatens employment. In
aa scenario of increasing labour supply elasticity, due to, for example, late entryy into and early exit from the labour market, flexible working hours, career
changess or even just stronger leisure consumption in the face of increasing
affluence,, any public economics textbook will tell us that the possibilities of
chargingg higher taxes is somewhat lower as the deadweight loss will be high
andd increasing at a fast pace. Higher taxes will thus further reinforce the
lowerr growth, or even shrinking of the labour supply, thus making the economyy grow less. Moreover, some workers' groups will react to such a worse-ofT
situation,, reinforcing resistance to paying taxes and, possibly, raising intergenerationall conflicts. All in all, it is very likely that, in the long run, an
increasee in the labour supply elasticity will act as an upper bound to the size
off the PAYG pension system.
Secondly,, another policy option to keep the present pension systems would
bee to increase labour supply by promoting labour force participation, mainly
byy women and older workers. However, women's labour supply depends
onn efforts to combine child rearing with labour market participation, which
dependd upon government expenditure and tax incentives that have to be

financedfinanced somehow. There is also the question of whether working longer is
thee solution for an ageing and shrinking workforce. On the one hand, no
labourr market participation implies not using all the productive capacity of
ann economy, but, on the other hand, it is not at all clear whether there is a
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largee demand for old workers' skills, and whether a speed-up of technological
progresss would foster employment opportunities for old workers or depreciate
theirr relative skills (Sala-i-Martin, 1996). Even if a marginal increase in the
retirementt age may help the sustainability of the system, it may not be
enoughh to keep the system sustainable with the current contributions and
benefitss structure. Another way would be to increase labour supply through
immigration,, but the support for massive immigration seems to be too weak,
ass the electoral outcomes in various countries have shown in recent years7.
Finally,, financing the additional public pension expenditures through governmentt borrowing, therefore spreading the ageing burden over several generations,, does not seem to be a feasible option in many European countries
as,, in light of the Stability and Growth Pact, it raises concerns about the
overalll sustainability of public finances at the time when ageing peaks. In
fact,, the projections for age-related expenditures, presented in Section 1.2,
reveall a threat to future levels of budget deficit and public debt. For this
optionn to be successful in covering up the SoS deficits, the remainder of the
governmentt budget should be generating significant surpluses, due to lower
expenses,, higher taxes or a combination of both. A closely related option is
too start immediately running a budget surplus that shrinks the public debt
andd would allow debt to grow in the future if this becomes necessary. Even if
itt seems to be the option that is going to be followed in the Netherlands, no
otherr country is keen to follow such strategy (for the possible implications of
suchh policy, see CPB [2000]).
Itt is now clear that it is time for a reform to make pension systems
sustainablee in light of the forthcoming demographic developments, and that
majorr changes are inevitable as the failure to keep up with demographic
realitiess can cause a misallocation of resources between older and younger
people.. Then the question of where to move to arises, or, in other words:
7

See,, e.g. The Economist, 19 July 2003, Charlemagne: Europe's population implosion.
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Howw is it possible to provide for the elderly's income? This means a new
approachh to retirement income provision.
Reformss of the pension systems have to be in place and this raises various
challenges.. A possible move towards more funding, as the central strategy
too cope with population ageing, will have effects on the economy as more
fundingg will imply a larger capital stock and a lower return on such capital
assets.. However, these general equilibrium effects are missed when looking at
actuariall comparison of past rent ability on financial investments and payroll
growthh in a framework of partial equilibrium, or in the context of a small-open

economyeconomy that perfectly diversifies its investments abroad without costs. Such
ann idea ignores the effects of changes in the population age-distribution and
off increasing pension funding on the demand for assets and on the returns
too capital. It is very likely that a move towards (more) funding will put
aa large share of the capital stock under the management of pension funds,
depressingg returns to such assets8. Moreover, moves towards more funding
willl likely happen simultaneously in several major economies, and that will
affectt international capital flows and generate spillover effects.
Pensionn design is not just a matter of economic efficiency criteria but also
off politics. Since the decisions are made by voters or by governments, the
politicall process will heavily influence the outcomes of any pension scheme
reform.. Therefore, it is necessary to consider what shapes policy designs in
general,, and policy on pension issues in particular, since suitable political
88

For contributions that focus specifically on the issue of the population age-distribution

effectt upon the capital returns, we refer to Poterba (2001), Brooks (2000, 2002), and
Abell (2001). Poterba claims that empirical evidence does not support the hypothesis
thatt changes in the demographic structure will lead to severe falls in the price of assets,
whereass the other two authors, who analyse the effect of ageing on stock prices in a general
equilibriumm model, argue that ageing will lead to a decline in capital returns.
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supportt for a new pension design is crucial to make it a sustainable arrangementt when structural changes to these programmes are demanded.
Unfundedd PAYG systems are seen as transferring resources between individuals,, in particular from the young to the old, so there is an intergenerationall conflict that will be present in any reform. It is necessary to look
att what are the critical forces behind these inter generational transfers such
thatt future developments of the pension systems can be extrapolated. In
particular,, two questions arise: How does the decision-making process affect
thee design of the pension system? And, what shapes reform outcomes?
Whenn analysing the feasibility of any policy change, one can argue that
itt is unlikely that SoS reforms will be guided just by the concern of adoptingg Pareto-improving measures, or even social welfare function maximizing
strategies,, as those reforms will also be driven by political considerations,
inn the sense of being constrained by the political setting. Therefore, we can
attemptt to explain SoS as a redistribution scheme, and we can, and shall,
seee the existence and size of pensions as the outcome of a 'political game'
betweenn the different generations. This is even more true as, ultimately, all
thee contracts on PAYG schemes are only implicit since any policy decision
willl depend on political factors and will be bounded by values and political
feasibility,, rather than just determined by efficiency criteria.
Evenn though the adequacy of pensions is becoming more of a concern,
withh an increasing share of people getting benefits from them, reforms face
manyy obstacles. This raises the question of whether a reform of the pension
programmess running on a PAYG basis will be politically feasible. The power
off the interest groups with stakes in the current system will condition the
coursee of any reform, which will be supported depending on its effects on
people'ss welfare, and whether one loses or wins depends crucially on age.
Inn general, retirees and old workers lose and young individuals gain from
trimmingg the PAYG system and building up substantial FF schemes. Once
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thee elderly's interests are strong, moves that lead to reduced PAYG benefits
andd to a (more) funded system may no longer be implemented or the change
willl be less drastic. Therefore, as the ageing process intensifies, and the
pensionss crisis looms, the opportunities to implement political reforms may
shrink,, even if PAYG systems become less and less attractive. In fact, during
thee year of 2003, there were demonstrations and strikes in Austria, France and
Italyy due to opposition to government plans to reform the national pension
systems.9. .
Thee biggest political obstacles to moving towards funded private pensions
aree the constituencies created by the present contributions and the transition
fromm the current PAYG system. The present working generation, who may
nott get a PAYG pension, or at least will get lower benefits, still has to contributee to the pensions of the currently retired and of those workers too close
too retirement to build up a substantial funded pension. More significantly, it
iss common rhetoric that tax-and-transfer PAYG schemes work as insurance
contracts,, by which workers' past contributions entitle them to future benefitsfits from the system, and therefore people expect their tomorrow's benefits to
bee in line with today's contributions (for empirical evidence in this respect,
seee Boeri, Börsch-Supan and Tabellini [2002]). The fact that SoS mostly
hass its own budget independent from the government general budget, with
revenuee raised through earmarked contributions, further reinforces the idea
off an implicit intergenerational contract, and therefore people may expect
somee persistency in SoS programmes (Mulligan and Sala-i-Martin, 1999a).

9

See,, e.g. The Economist, 25 September 2003, State pensions in Europe - The crum-

blingg pillars of old age.
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1.55

Synopsis of the Dissertation

Thiss dissertation is organized as follows.
Chapterr 2 introduces the workhorse of intertemporal models - the overlappingg generations (OLG) model - which will be used in the later chapters
andd surveys the existing theories on SoS programmes. The chapter contains
aa survey of the most significant theories which attempt to explain the existencee of compulsory old-age pension systems, with the main focus being on
thee decision making with respect to PAYG schemes. Later, the approach
thatt is used in this dissertation is developed, and compared with the relevant
literature. .
Inn Chapter 3, a revised version of a paper by van Praag and Cardoso
(2003),, the question of the blend between PAYG and FF pillars for old-age
incomee provision is addressed in a refined framework. Special attention is put
onn the influence of the decision making on such a mix and on the implications
off population ageing for the pension arrangement. If our assumptions hold,
thee main result of this chapter is that one may expect enlarged PAYG schemes
inn light of the unfavourable demographic evolution, which would make the
casee for funding more attractive. In other words, one can expect a lasting
expansionn or an explosion of PAYG systems.
Chapterr 4, which builds on Cardoso and van Praag (2003), looks at the
limitss to the expansion of PAYG systems when the endogeneity of the labour
supplyy is taken into account. It analyses whether this type of scheme may
keepp expanding amidst an increasingly elastic labour supply, and despite
thee reinforced political strength of the retired generations. The increasing
burdenn of taxes on labour income may lead workers to reduce their labour
markett participation effort, consequently reducing the tax basis. The results
off this chapter show that the endogeneity of the labour supply may create a
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boundd to the expansion of PAYG schemes, and even lead to its shrinking or
implosion,implosion, which explains the subtitle of this dissertation.
Chapterr 5 summarises the main results and concludes this dissertation.

Chapterr 2
Thee Economics and Politics of
Pensions s
Thiss chapter is made up of two parts. Firstly, the workhorse of intergenerationall transfer models - the overlapping generations model - is introduced,, and some classical results are presented. Secondly, theories or justificationss for the existence of Social Security programmes, in particular pension
schemess running on a pay-as-you-go basis are surveyed.

2.11

The Overlapping Generations Model

Too address issues that are intertemporal by nature, like Social Security (SoS),
onee must consider a framework where agents face a life cycle, during which
theyy are born, raised and die, while the economy lasts longer than the lifetime
off an individual. Moreover, when dealing with questions involving inter generationall redistribution issues, it is crucial to accommodate a population made
upp of individuals of different ages. Therefore, individuals and consumption
goodss have to be characterized along a time dimension.
25 5
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Overlappingg generations (OLG) models were first developed by Allais
(1947)) and Samuelson (1958). In a seminal article, Samuelson (1958) presents
ann economy without production which consists of an infinite number of identicall individuals except for their age, in which there is just one perishable
good.. Each individual lives for three periods and, at any moment in time,
theree are three generations alive. The young and middle-aged individuals
receivee an endowment of perishable goods, while the old individual is retired
andd gets no income. As the good is perishable, the endowment of it that
iss given to the young individuals cannot be transferred to later periods, i.e.
theree are no durable goods which can be handed over to the next generation.
Therefore,, even if individuals would like to trade goods from the earlier periodss of life into the latter period to smooth consumption over their life-span,
noo trade takes place between individuals of different ages since the young
andd the middle-aged can neither lend to the old, as the latter will be dead in
thee next period, and thus not be able to repay their debt, nor contract with
thee future generations as they are still unborn and, as a result, are not able
too enter into a contract. As individuals of the same age are identical, they
doo not trade with one another. In such a scenario of incomplete markets, the
competitivee market equilibrium coincides with the autarkic situation, i.e. individualss would consume all their endowments when young and middle-aged,
andd when old they would not consume at all.
Samuelsonn (1958), in addition to the autarkic outcome, finds an hypotheticall equilibrium which would maximize the lifetime welfare of an individual,
ass it would be possible to consume in all periods of life. This lifetime optimumm has since been called the 'Golden Rule'. However, as described in the
lastt paragraph, this equilibrium does not arise as the competitive outcome.
Samuelsonn calls it the 'impossibility theorem'. This result crucially shows
thatt the market equilibrium of an OLG economy is not Pareto-optimal, in
contrastt with the standard Arrow-Debreu competitive economy, Samuelson
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claimss that the introduction of a 'social compact', for instance, money, could
makee the social optimum a stable and achievable equilibrium. This is because
intergenerationall trade would then be possible, as the old would use money
too buy goods from the younger generations. Another possibility to achieve
thee optimum is the creation of a compulsory programme that transfers resourcess from the young to the old, ensuring that an individual consumes in
alll periods of his life.
Diamondd (1965) extended Samuelson's framework by introducing production,, involving capital and labour, and durable goods in a two-period
model.. There is a single good that can be either consumed or saved and
usedd as capital, where today's savings are tomorrow's capital. The existence
off durable goods provides a saving technology for consumers who thus have
thee possibility to save part of their labour income, earned when young, in
orderr to afford consumption when old and retired. Diamond shows that, in
aa competitive equilibrium, selfish individuals can oversave because of their
finitee time horizon, even if the economy lasts forever and there is no market
failure.. In such states, the economy is called 'dynamically inefficient', as utilityy at the laissez-faire equilibrium is lower than the maximum possible when
capitall accumulation is optimal - the Golden Rule1. Consequently, by reducingg savings it would be possible to increase consumption in all periods, a
movee that would make everyone, i.e. current and future generations, betteroff.. In other words, there is room for a Pareto-improvement. It should be
emphasizedd that these results hang on the individual agents' finite horizon
andd crucially on the assumption of no altruistic links between subsequent
1

Inn the case of an economy with production, the Golden Rule is defined as the level of

thee capital-labour ratio at which the steady-state per-capita lifetime utility is maximized,
i.e.. the optimal steady-state. A very related concept is the Modified Golden Rule, that is
thee level of the capital stock which maximizes the weighted welfare of different generations
overr some period of time. It can be seen as the steady-state of an optimal policy.
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generations. .
Itt is now possible to summarize the main characteristics of a standard
OLGG model: time is divided into discrete periods, where a period equals the
lengthh of time that elapses between the birth of two subsequent generations;
eachh individual in a generation lives for a finite number of periods; the remainingg life expectancy differs between generations. The most popular OLG
frameworkk assumes that individuals live for two periods, where the later periodd of one generation overlaps with the earlier one of the next generation
(seee Table 2.1). Therefore individuals and consumption goods are characterizedd along a time dimension, and this makes these models particularly useful
too analyse economic life cycle problems.

Tablee 2.1: The population-age distribution in a two-period OLG structure
Time e

Age e
Youngg

* -- 1

NNtt-i-i

tt

NNtt

tt + \ NNt+t+ii

Old
Nt_2
Nt-!
Nt

NNtt:: number of individuals born at time t.

Inn a two-period framework, it is assumed that members of a generation work
inn the first period of their lives and are retired in the second. There is a single
goodd that can be either consumed or saved and used as a capital good in
thee next period. Altruism is assumed away, so an individual neither receives
norr leaves bequests. The problem of an individual is to maximize lifetime
welfare,, subject to the constraint that lifetime consumption does not exceed
lifetimee income. It can be synthesized as follows:
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maxmax Uicyoung, Coid) = max{u(c youn9 ) + pw(co/d)}

wheree U is the utility function, c denotes consumption, w is labour income,
andd T is the interest rate. Population growth can be considered, and then the
sizee of each generation is larger than that of the previous generation. A key
pointt is that people have to consume in both periods whereas they get labour
incomee only while young. Therefore, some income has to be transferred in
somee way between periods; the elderly can pay for their consumption out of
accumulatedd savings or out of a pension, as was explained in Chapter 1.
AA different type of OLG models is based on the seminal contributions by
Yaarii (1965) and Blanchard (1985). The distinctive character of this class of
models,, also known as 'models of perpetual youth', stems from the fact that,
unlikee in the models a la Samuelson-Diamond, the remaining life expectancy
iss the same for each generation, due to the assumption that the death probabilityy is age-independent. The size of each generation declines through time,
butt each individual is uncertain about the time of his death. Additionally,
att any instant of time, a new cohort is born. Thus, in this framework the
variouss generations overlap but the individuals' life cycle problems do not
differr according to age, as in the models that follow the Samuelson-Diamond
approach.. The fact that the life cycle aspect is weaker in the Yaari-Blanchard
approachh is by far the most important distinction among the two types of
models;; it makes the Yaari-Blanchard framework less appropriate as a tool
forr the analysis of inter generational transfers. In fact, in these models, even
inn standard versions, there is scope for old-age income provision through
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competitivee life-insurance markets, given the assumption about the uncertaintyy of the time of death. Nonetheless, these frameworks have been of use,
forr instance, in growth models (e.g. Boucekkine, de la Croix and Licandro,
2002),, where intergenerational redistribution issues are not at the core of the
researchh question or just ignored.
Too finish this review on approaches to modeling intertemporal problems,
referencee will be made to the class of dynamic models that follows the lines of
thee articles by Ramsey (1928), Cass (1965) and Koopmans (1965) - the 'dynastic'' or 'representative agent model'. In this framework, an infinitely-lived
agentt chooses consumption and savings paths to optimize lifetime utility, subjectt to an intertemporal budget constraint; equivalently, this can be seen as
thee problem of a dynasty of finitely-lived individuals altruistically concerned
aboutt their children's well-being. Because of these altruistic links, agents
fullyy internalise the effects of their decisions on future generations; therefore,
theree is no room for inefficiency, since all Pareto-improvements are exhausted.
Thee same result would hold if markets were complete, i.e. if currently living
individualss could contract with yet unborn individuals, out of their dynasties.. In fact, if, in an OLG structure, people were altruistic towards members
off the forthcoming generations, such that transfers would be positive in an
equilibrium,, an equivalency between OLG and Ramsey models would arise
ass far as a representative agent would exist (Weil, 1989). This result shows
thatt the crucial distinction between OLG models a la Samuelson-Diamond
andd dynastic models is the absence of altruistic links between generations,
ratherr than the finite planning horizon of the individuals.
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2.22

Theories of Social Security

Economistss have been concerned for a long time about the reasons that lead
too the rise of intergenerational flows of income, or the raison d'etre of oldagee pensions, in particular of systems that work on a tax-and-transfer basis.
Theoriess have been developed to provide a consistent attempt to provide an
answerr to the question: what are the forces that create these programmes
andd keep them in place?
Theree are several theories or justifications for the existence of SoS programmes.. They can be divided into two broad groups: efficiency and political
theories.. The former justify SoS on the grounds of efficiency-enhancing arguments,, either because of the dynamic inefficiency that would occur without
themm or because they solve some market failure. The latter group departs
fromm the observation that decisions on pension issues are taken by voters or
governmentss and are not purely driven by efficiency considerations. In this
streamm of literature, the existence and shape of pensions systems is seen as
thee outcome of a 'political game' between the different generations.
Thiss section surveys the main theoretical foundations for the existence of
pensionn systems as we know them, in increasing relevance to the content of
thiss dissertation. Next, in subsection 2.2.1, the main efficiency theories will
bee introduced, and, in subsection 2.2.2, the major political theories will be
analysed.. Moreover, in that subsection the framework that will be used in
laterr chapters of this dissertation is developed.

2.2.11

Efficiency Theories

Theree are various economic justifications for why SoS systems have been
introduced.. They share the common result that SoS systems are efficiencyenhancing.. Some claim they are a way to countervail the overaccumulation
off capital that could occur even in a competitive equilibrium and the failure
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too reach an optimum, as described in the previous section on OLG models.
Otherr theories support the view that SoS helps to reduce some sort of market
weakness. .
Samuelsonn (1958) was the first to make the case for the introduction of
aa compulsory pension system running on a tax-and-transfers basis as a way
too move an economy to a social optimum that would maximize the lifetime
utilityy of an individual. Therefore, the setting-up of a pay-as-you-go (PAYG)
systemm is a Pareto-improvement and could make the social optimum a stable
andd achievable equilibrium, since the competitive equilibrium is not optimal,
ass was explained in the previous section.
Diamondd (1965) showed that, through public debt management (issuing
debtt in one period and collecting taxes in latter periods), the government is
ablee to influence the capital stock of the economy, and thus eliminate dynamic
inefficiency.. Consequently, it can be deduced that another policy to overcome
thee inefficiency would be the introduction of a PAYG pension scheme, that
wouldd move the economy from an inefficient equilibrium, characterized by
overr accumulat ion of capital, to an efficient equilibrium by depressing private
savings. .
Fromm Aaron (1966), it is well known that SoS is welfare-improving if the
economyy is dynamically inefficient.

Looking at the optimality of pension

schemes,, Aaron concluded, in a context of partial equilibrium, that a PAYG
systemm improves the utility of an individual if the growth rate of the economy,
andd therefore the growth of the wage bill from which contributions to the
SoSS scheme can be collected, is larger than the interest rate, i.e. the returns
onn private savings or from a fully-funded system.
Samuelsonn (1975) formalized the idea that the introduction of an SoS programmee could push the economy from an otherwise dynamically inefficient
competitivee equilibrium to a Golden Rule equilibrium, hence maximizing the
lifetimee utility of an individual. This is done in a model with production,
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followingg Diamond (1965). Samuelson (1975) shows that in a steady-state,
whenn a pension system can simultaneously have a funded and an unfunded
component,, it is possible to design a pension system such that, at the new
steady-state,, the rates of return of both systems are equalized, i.e. to make
thee interest rate equal to the population growth rate. This is done by manipulatingg the capital stock through different contribution rates, decreasing
thee stock when there is capital overaccumulation and the interest rate is too
low,, or boosting capital accumulation when the interest is high. However,
onlyy the former move is Pareto improving, as in the latter case consumption
wouldd have to decrease to boost savings, making some generations worse off.
Another,, and more recent, stream of the literature looks at dynamic ef-

ficiencyficiency from a different perspective. If, before, the issue was on the consequencess of establishing an unfunded pension system, now the question is
whetherr the transition from a PAYG system to a funded system can be made
withoutt violating Pareto-optimality. The main problem is that such a reform
mayy have a negative impact upon the lifetime income of some generations,
sincee it is likely that the young and middle-aged generations at the time of
aa reform will have to pay for the current pensioners' pensions and simultaneouslyy provide for their own old-age.
Breyerr (1989) showed that a PAYG pension system is Pareto-efficient,
evenn if the interest rate exceeds the growth rate of the economy, as a transitionn towards a funded system will hurt the present generations. This result
cruciallyy hangs on lump-sum taxes and benefits. Homburg (1990) took the
casee of a small open economy, i.e. the domestic prices of the production
factorss equal those in the international market, where PAYG contributions
ratess are raised as flat-rate taxes, thus distorting the labour supply. He
showss that no generation would lose from a conversion of the PAYG systemm into a funded system, because of the elimination of the distortion on
thee labour supply. Breyer and Straub (1993) extended that result to the
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casee of a closed economy with endogenous factor prices, though their result
holdss only if lump-sum transfers are used, or pension benefits are actuarially
fair.. Brunner (1996) gave a contribution by introducing intragenerational
heterogeneity,, and concluded that a transition towards a funded system will
havee adverse effects on intragenerational fairness, and therefore cannot be a
Pareto-improvement,, since some individuals within some generations will be
worsee off after the reform.
Somee other contributions attempt to explain the existence of SoS programmess as a way to overcome irrational behaviour by individuals or as a
solutionn to some market failure. These theories suggest that the design of
SoSS depends only on economic considerations, and justify why the governmentt should step in and manage a pension system. Furthermore, they do
nott necessarily predict transfers from the young to the old.
Somee economists put forward the suggestion that individuals fail to predictt their later needs, and the lack of foresight and self-discipline to make
adequatee savings and insurance purchases when young to support themselves
throughh retirement years

myopia - is a justification for the existence of

mandatoryy pensions (Diamond, 1977; Feldstein, 1985, 1987). In other words,
pensionss exist to make sure that people in retirement have means to finance
theirr needs.
Otherr economists analysing SoS have looked at it as a way to overcome
incompletee markets, countervailing the market failure to achieve a Paretoefficientt outcome by providing a sort of an insurance-typ e product. They
arguee that markets may fail to pool risks faced by non-overlapping generations,, or even by people whose lives overlap but cannot participate themselves
inn intergenerational contracts because they were not yet born or will be dead
soon.. Compulsory intergenerational transfers, however, commit individuals
inn one generation to share the luck or misfortune of their elder or younger
felloww citizens. If so, there is room for a Pareto-improving policy that shifts
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riskss onto different generations, thus changing the allocation of risks between
generations.. Therefore, there may be a role for government intervention by
creatingg deals between the different generations that may increase welfare
comparedd with the market equilibrium outcome (Shiller, 2003).
Pensionn systems can provide for efficient or optimal risk-sharing in the
presencee of incomplete annuity markets, due to the absence of safe investment
opportunities,, the absence of real annuities, and the problems associated
withh varying length of working life risk (Diamond, 1977). Merton (1983)
claimedd that, in an economy where income is uncertain, a pension scheme can
increasee the efficiency of risk diversification by giving to the old generation
aa stake in the earnings of the working age generation. If the human capital
off the young is financed by consumption taxes, then pensions can also be
seenn as a return on past investments by middle-aged individuals in the then
youngg generation's human capital. Shiller (1999) justifies the existence of
unfundedd pension systems also on the ground of public risk-management
againstt intragenerational income uncertainty. A pension scheme can also act
ass insurance against the state in which individuals are born (Gordon and
Varian,, 1988), or as insurance against demographic risk due to uncertainty
aboutt the size of the generation to which an individual belongs (Bohn, 2001).
Kruegerr and Kubler (2003) present pension systems as a mechanism for risksharingg when financial markets are not complete.
Lazearr (1979, 1983) and Sala-i-Martin (1996) suggest that pension schemes
existt to induce elderly workers to retire. According to the latter author, SoS
systemss increase productivity when old workers are less productive than their
middle-agedd counterparts and there are significant externalities at the workingg place. In these contributions, however, the existence of SoS is seen as
aa productivity-inducing programme by forcing retirement rather than as an
independentt policy.
Thee various theories presented above suggest that the design of SoS de-
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pendss purely on efficiency considerations, and that the setting of these programmess always improves welfare. However, as some authors have already
pointedd out, e.g. Diamond (1977), Veall (1986) and Mulligan and Sala-iMartinn (1999c), many of these theories justify a programme of compulsory
insurancee or savings, but not always a PAYG system, and, even when risksharingg is inefficient, it can be done, at least partly, by individuals themselves
byy investing in diversified assets. Furthermore, these theories do not explain
howw large groups of people make decisions, in particular, how (collective)
decisionss on pensions are made.

2.2.22

Political Theories

"Redistributionn in democracies (and other systems) would be guided
nott by social welfare functions or other measures of social fairness,
butt mainly by the altruism, selfishness, envy, and morality of the
moree powerful interest groups" (Becker, 1985: 345).

Next,, the determinants of the existence and the size of the pensions systemss will be analysed from a different perspective. The focus will be on
whyy and how pensions systems are de facto established rather then how they
shouldd be. This seems essential, as economic policy is somehow linked to the
citizens'' preferences. Moreover, it is unlikely that SoS programme reforms
willl be guided just by the concern of adopting Pareto-improving measures, or
evenn social welfare function maximizing strategies, since those reforms will
alsoo be driven by political institutions, which can make them more or less
difficultt to implement. Therefore, we can attempt to explain SoS as a redistributionn programme and we can, and shall, see the existence and size of
pensionss as the outcome of a 'political game' between different generations.
Too make a contrast with the previous theories - purely based on efficiency
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reasonss - we shall call these 'political theories'. Complementary information
cann be found, for example, in Breyer (1994a) and Galasso and Profeta (2002).
Unfundedd PAYG systems are seen as transferring resources from the
youngg to the old. The main questions that are going to be looked at are:
Whyy is there a tendency to force the transfer of resources between individuals
off different ages? And what are the insights into the critical forces behind
thiss phenomenon, which will enable us to extrapolate future developments
forr the pension systems?
Itt is of interest to analyse why PAYG systems are in place, even if a
fundedd system could provide higher returns, and thus higher lifetime utilityy for future generations if the economy is dynamically efficient (Diamond,
1965)2.. However, there are gains to the generations alive at the time of
thee implementation of such programmes and this may crucially influence decisions.. This means that when the size of SoS systems is determined by
politicall considerations, one may expect them to be inefficient, or, in other
words,, welfare-reducing.
Intergenerationall transfers can take the form of: explicit transfers as oldagee pensions; tax-financed expenditures on health or other services to the
elderly;; or even implicit transfers as changes to the design of the tax system
with,, for instance, the substitution of capital taxation for consumption or
wagee taxation. All these policies can involve a flow of transfers across generations,, and it is likely some generations will be net beneficiaries, while others
willl be net losers. Recall, however, that, in this dissertation, only the net
transferr will be considered.
Inn this subsection, the focus will be on the public economics literature that
hass as its main objective the analysis of the behaviour of the political insti22

Insofar as the contributions to the pension system have a negative impact on savings

(Feldstein,, 1974). If the Ricardian Equivalence holds, the creation of an unfunded pension
systemm has no effect upon the economy (Barro, 1974).
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tutionss and their officials, and of particular interest for the topics analysed
inn this dissertation are the decisions on intergenerational transfers. This literaturee will be characterized along the lines of political institutions, as the
decisionn mechanism is perhaps the most significant distinction from the perspectivee of this public choice literature. The various analytical constructions
usedd in the economic literature will be discussed, and the relevance of these
scientificc contributions to the theme of this dissertation will be explained.
2.2.2.11

Voting models

AA significant stream of the literature attempts to explain the existence of
intergenerationall flows as the outcome of a political game based on direct
majorityy voting (MV) models and median voter outcomes. This is in line
withh the work of Hotelling (1929) and Downs (1957), applied in various
fields..

It can be summarized as follows: every citizen casts a vote on a

uni-dimensionall decision concerning some economic policy issue; a political
equilibriumm arises when a given policy is (weakly) preferred by at least 50%
off the voters to any other policy.
Inn a seminal contribution, Browning (1975) was the first author to use an
MVV framework to analyse the determination of the size of the PAYG system.
Inn Browning's framework, people differ only in age, as individuals are distinguishedd by year of birth. The main conclusions hold if just three different
generationss of equal size are considered and this case is taken to illustrate the
intuitionn behind the results: The young and middle-aged generations work
andd get an exogenously determined labour income, whereas the old generationn is retired and does not have its own income; goods cannot be transferred
overr time, therefore capital markets are completely absent as neither savings
norr lending is possible, and thus current consumption equals current income
forr a single individual. The decision on the amount of payroll contributions
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too be collected from workers and given to the retired as pension benefits is
takenn by all the citizens currently alive in a direct democracy setting, i.e.
throughh a simple majority voting decision.
Eachh agent acts in his self-interest and will vote for a tax that maximizes
hiss returns. There are three options that correspond to the most preferred
ratess of each generation. This model emphasizes the great importance of age
inn the decision making on pensions when the size of the PAYG system is
determinedd by majority voting. The retired voters can get a pension without
bearingg any cost for that, so their optimal action is to vote for a 100% tax
rate.. The middle-aged balance the costs in the current period and the benefits
inn the next period. The youngest voters are the only ones facing the complete
cyclee of financial implications of the pensions system

the contributions in

thee current and next period and the benefits two periods ahead - therefore
theirr choice of tax rate is efficient in Pareto's sense. In this scenario, no single
taxx gets the majority but the old can and will join the middle-aged to form a
majorityy since the middle-aged individual's preferred tax rate is higher than
thatt of the young individual. Thus, the decisive voter turns out to be the
median-agedd individual, as it is his preferred rate that is chosen as policy.
Thiss MV decision setting leads to a system that is larger than the efficientficient or socially-optimal size which is equal to the most preferred rate of
thee younger voter, who faces the full life cycle financial implications of the
pensionn scheme. Despite such an oversized system, in future elections the
thenn median voter will treat his past contributions into the system as sunk
costss and will face the same problem as today's middle-aged, hence he will
stickk to the tax rate that is already in place, as for him it will be better
too keep the system, even if he would have been better off in an economy
withoutt such SoS arrangement over his whole life. All in all, the electoral
outcomee is inefficient. The assumption of no future re-voting - a once-andfor-alll decision - or equivalently, that the current majority can commit future
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majoritiess to preserve the size of the PAYG system, and the different time
horizonss are, according to Browning, answers to the question: Why do a
largee majority of citizens support a system that redistributes to a minority
andd which net effect is welfare-reducing, i.e. when it is inefficient?

After

Browning'ss (1975) seminal article, several contributions on the study of SoS
basedd on MV models have been presented to address the question of the size
off the PAYG system.
AA departure from the earlier MV model is the relaxation of the onceand-for-alll voting assumption. Hu (1982) considered re-voting opportunities
inn Browning's setting and uncertainty about future taxes. In Hu's article
strategicc voting is possible and young individuals may vote for a low tax
todayy to boost their current income and consumption, with the intention
off voting for a higher tax tomorrow, when old and retired, in order to get
aa more generous pension then. Moreover, individuals are uncertain about
thee tax rates that will prevail tomorrow, as a tax may be overturned by revotingg in the next period. Therefore, the motivation to vote for positive tax
rates,, which derives from some sort of dependence of future tax rates on the
presentt tax levels, is weaker than in the case with complete certainty 3 , and the
equilibriumm tax rate will thus be lower than in the complete certainty case.
Inn the extreme case, in which tomorrow's tax rate is completely independent
off today's level, the young and middle-aged individuals have no incentives to
votee for a positive tax. Hu's main insight is that such uncertainty puts an
upperr bound on the size of the SoS system, as it restricts the desired level of
SoS. .
Boadwayy and Wildasin (1989) enhanced the MV model by introducing
ann imperfect capital market, such that people can save but cannot borrow
3

Verbonn (1987) finds the same qualitative result for the case of a representative democ-

racy. .
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againstt their future income, pension benefits included. Their main gist, in a
continuouss time context where votes are taken infrequently but the atomistic
individuall assumes that today's tax will prevail tomorrow, is the possibility
off the over- and under-shooting of the tax level relative to its steady-state
level. .
Thee over- and under-shooting of the size of the PAYG system relative
too its long-run level arises as a consequence of the interaction between the
stockk of assets accumulated by the median voter and his most desired pensionn contributions. As the former depends negatively on the previous tax
level,, a negative relation arises between the most preferred SoS level desired
byy the median voter and the previous existing tax level. The idea behind
thiss reaction is consumption smoothing over time: if low taxes are in place zeroo before the setting-up of an SoS system - the median voter has accumulatedd sizeable savings, and now prefers to increase the future pension, and
willl therefore vote for a higher tax rate; in the opposite scenario of heavy
taxess that leaves the individuals with low income, they prefer to increase
theirr current consumption rather than their pension benefit. Then the level
chosenn by the median voter will initially overshoot and later undershoot till
graduallyy converging in cycles to the long-run equilibrium level if the sensitivityy of the median voter's preferred rate to the initial rate is not too strong.
Evenn so Browning's (1975) main result still holds in Boadway and Wildasin's
construction:: the pension system can be over-sized.
Cruciall in Boadway and Wildasin's (1989) results is the existence of liquidityy constraints, i.e. the impossibility of borrowing against pension benefits.. As these authors pointed out, in the case of perfect capital markets the
mediann voter would go for corner solutions: there would be no SoS at all if
thee lifetime marginal gains of the PAYG system were negative; or tax rates
wouldd reach 100% if those gains were positive.
AA more significant departure from Browning's crucial assumption of no
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re-votingg was presented by Sjoblom (1985). Sjoblom dropped any link betweenn taxes at different moments of time in order to analyse a temporal
credibilityy problem relating to the question: Under which conditions can a
SoSS system be kept in place when there is not a contract-in-law? Sjoblom
addressedd this issue under a game-theoretical structure with selfish individuals.. He postulated that, even if in a one-shot game there will be no SoS at
thee equilibrium, in a infinite repeated voting game SoS arises as the outcome
off the sequential game due to an implicit 'social contract'. The population
growthh rate is assumed to be positive, and hence, in a two-generation setting,, the young generation is in the majority, and completely determines the
outcomee of the election. The choice of the young is represented as a mapping
fromm the space of the past tax rates to the current tax rate space. Thus, the
optimall strategy for an individual turns out to be: vote for the maintenance
off the system and pay the tax (that was determined by the median voter
att the time of the settlement of the system, as in Browning's contribution)
iff taxes have been paid by all the previous generations; otherwise, vote for
thee dismantling of the system. This is a trigger strategy (Friedman, 1971)
orr what Sjoblom calls a 'reward and punishment' strategy: members of one
generationn reward their parents by paying them, if their parents have paid
contributionss themselves, i.e. if they have not deviated from the equilibrium;
otherwise,, they punish them if they have not paid their parents, i.e. broken
thee implicit contract. Such a strategy turns out to be a subgame perfect
Nashh equilibrium, although for a Nash equilibrium to arise, it is essential to
havee an infinite horizon, otherwise the non-cooperative solution of no PAYG
systemm would prevail.
Repeatedd interactions between generations imply that reputation can be
usedd to deal with the time inconsistency problem. The possibility of collapse
off the system tomorrow, and thus the probability of having no pension, can
motivatee the voters to ignore the short-run gain from breaking the system in
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orderr to get the benefits from having a pension tomorrow. The voting game
givess rise to a social contract based on reputation, which implicitly defines
aa system of rewards and punishments. People trust the others to behave accordingg to the rule, so if someone votes for 'No SoS' everyone loses confidence
inn the system. Such a deviation from the prescribed path or implicitly-defined
contractt triggers a change in expectations, since it causes the individuals to
expectt current deviations to be followed by future deviations. Hence, the
systemm collapses immediately. If the SoS taxes in this period are those that
aree expected, people trust the majority to perform according to the contract
forr the next period and vote for transfers to the old generation in the current
period. .
Inn a more recent contribution, Cooley and Soares (1999) use a dynamic
votingg game to analyse why a PAYG system can be adopted and maintained
ass an equilibrium that builds on the trigger strategy concept. In a four-period
framework,, calibrated for the US economy, young individuals are willing to
supportt SoS, even if the net actuarial benefits of the system are slightly
negative,, because the depressing effect of payroll taxes on savings leads to
higherr interest rates 4 . There is then a crowding-out effect on the capital
stockk by the SoS taxes in this general equilibrium construction that leads
too a reduction in wages and an increase in the interest rates. If the latter
effectt dominates the former, the net effect turns out to be beneficial to the
individual'ss lifetime income. The (median) voter is aware of these links, and
forr this reason is willing to support the setting-up of a PAYG system. Cooley
andd Soares explicitly suggest that the goal of an unfunded pension system is
indeedd to depress private savings, and consequently to change the prices of
44

This supports the view that unfunded pensions depress savings and have a non-neutral

effectt on the capital stock. Therefore, this suggests that the Ricardian equivalence does
nott hold (Barro, 1974; Feldstein, 1974).
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thee production factors.
ForFor tract ability reasons, Cooley and Soares (1999) do not address the
dynamicss of the political equilibrium, but rather focus on the constant tax
levell chosen by the generations alive at the time the decision to settle a
PAYGG system is taken, which in this context turns out to be also the then
mediann voter's choice, and restrict the choices of forthcoming generations
onlyy to 'honouring' the implicit social contract or break it at once: in other
words,, the continuation or the abandonment of the original system.

By

consideringg just the option of continuing or abandoning the system excludes
thee possibility of tax adjustments or the existence of other equilibria, and
ruless out any equilibrium indeterminacy. It is now clear that the equilibrium
off this economy is sustained by a trigger strategy: the complete dismantling
off the SoS system, if any generation fails to maintain it, is a threat to induce
thee agents to support the maintenance of the system rather then reap the
short-runn benefits of breaking it.
Att this stage, one can see that equilibria enforced by trigger strategies
havee three caveats. The first is the question of which SoS system can be
supportedd by trigger strategies, since a multiplicity of equilibria can be sustainedd as outcomes of the voting game, so equilibrium indeterminacy may
arise.. The first generation can take advantage of this fact, and completely
determinee the size of the system, or at least its lower bound, in a way to
extractt all the gains from the system, and to leave the future generations
indifferentt between continuing or abandoning the system. Second, the completee and immediate dismantling of the pension system, i.e. the move to a
non-cooperativee outcome, in the case of defection by a single generation, is
aa very severe punishment in the case of a small deviation. Third, even if the
systemm is dismantled, it is by no means clear why another programme - a
schedulee of contributions and benefits - could not arise at the new equilibrium,, or why the renegotiation of the equilibria is not possible. Nevertheless,
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thiss approach may be suitable to explain why downsizings in the SoS systems
aree not frequent.
Boldrinn and Rustichini (2000) attempt to countervail some of the trigger
strategiess weaknesses and give more insight into a possible dismantling of a
PAYGG system. In their two-generation setting, where the outcome is determinedd by the young as they are in the majority, the choices of a selfish agent
are:: first, whether or not to pay an exogenously-fixed contribution to the old
generation;; second, to decide on the amount of their own promised pension.
AA PAYG system is shown to arise as a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium of
aa game with infinite horizon, even if the young individuals expect the system
too be eventually dismantled at some point in the future.
Likee Cooley and Soares (1999), Boldrin and Rustichini (2000) argue that
ann SoS system may be supported by young citizens due to its crowding-out
effectss on the capital stock and the increased returns on savings. Moreover,
Boldrinn and Rustichini go further in looking at the dynamic evolution of
thee political and economic equilibrium. A particularly interesting and novel
contributionn of these authors is the insight into an expected stochastic asymptoticc decrease of the population growth rate. Even if it leads to the
systemm being dismantled at some unknown future point in time, a gradual
phasing-outt should be expected, rather than the abrupt dismantling of the
system,, insofar as the population growth rate is still sufficiently high to make
thee (expected) return from SoS contributions larger than the interest rate.
Thee crucial feature is that the demographic path is stochastic, and therefore
noo generation is certain that it will be the last one to pay contributions into
thee system without reaping any benefits from it. This case of asymptotic
decreasee of the labour force rules out the possibility of an abrupt end of the
systemm postulated by Sjoblom (1985) or Cooley and Soares (1999).
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Inn most of the literature, a two-period framework is used, with population
beingg split up into only two brackets: the young generation of workers; and
thee old generation of retired people. In an MV setting the workers will
havee the majority with a positive population growth rate and the median
voterr will trivially be a young individual. Therefore, these models can be
enrichedd by further specification on the young generation's characterization.
Somee contributions to the literature went into considering intragenerational
heterogeneityy along a dimension other than age as the reason for the existence
off SoS systems.

In this case, the voting behaviour of the individuals of

thee same generation is not necessarily identical, as some of them may have
interestss closer to those of the members of the other generation.
Tabellinii (2000) considers within-cohort income redistribution as the reasonn for the existence of a PAYG system, even if individuals do not expect it to
last.. Redistribution is possible due to heterogeneous incomes and two-sided
(weak)) altruism, i.e. concern from parents towards their children's well-being,
andd vice versa. Tabellini works in a two-period framework, where individualss vote on the size of a unfunded PAYG programme that pays a lump-sum
pensionn to every retiree. On the one hand, the generation of old individuals
orr parents balance their benefits against the costs of their offspring; and,
onn the other hand, children trade off their costs against the improvement in
theirr parents' income. Such a programme will generate redistribution both
acrosss and within generations: the poorest among the young ones will favour
ann extensive PAYG scheme, and their parents will favour a higher rate; the
youngg rich will oppose the programme, and their parents will be less strongly
inn favour of it, or even opposed to it. In any case, parents always prefer a
higherr tax rate than their children. In this voting context, the size of the
transferss will be determined by the median couple of voters: a worker with
incomee below the median of the young population's income, and a retiree
parentt of a child with income above that median. So the majority support-
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ingg this unfunded system comprises more than half of the retired and less
thann half of the workers5.
Thee heterogeneity within generations and the redistribution that the pensionn system generates may, according to some authors, explain the political
supportt of the PAYG system by young voters. Differences in income divide
thee young voters, and some of them can join the old generation to establish a
PAYGG system. The size of such a system is determined by the median voter
inn the total population. Which segment of the young population joins the old
cruciallyy depends on the level of redistribution. If the pension benefit is pure
lump-summ - and redistribution maximal - those individuals who are worse
offf join the old and form the winning coalition: the higher the inequality in
incomee and the more numerous the low-skilled, the closer will be the optimal
taxx rate of the (relatively) poor median voter to that of the old, and the
higherr the voted taxation level (Mahieu and Rottier, 1999). When pension
benefitt is a linear function of the individual wage, but still not actuarially
fair,, a different coalition may arise. Casamatta, Cremer and Pestieau (2000,
2001a)) find that the old are part of a winning coalition with the medium-wage
workers.. This coalition in favour of redistributive PAYG pensions depends
onn the level of redistribution determined by the benefit rule. Hence, SoS is
supportedd by the majority of the electorate as it generates simultaneously
inter-- and intra-generational redistribution, and this makes the implicit returnn of the PAYG system for some individuals larger than the return on
(private)) savings6. Crucial in this analysis is the fact that the young assume
5

Withh a similar economy and political decision framework, Tabellini (1991) analyses

thee emission and repayment or repudiation of public debt as another instrument of intraandd inter-generational redistribution, which presents a similar equilibrium.
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Another possible kind of redistribution is from large families to small families with few

orr no children (Breyer and Schulenburg, 1987), when the family is the relevant decisionmakingg unit in the political process.
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thatt today's tax will prevail tomorrow and are therefore willing to support
thee system today based on their expectation of future benefits. This happens
evenn in a dynamically efficient economy.
MVV frameworks have been used to analyse the political support to some
SoSS reforms which involve a transition from a PAYG to a funded system.
Inn a computable OLG model, Conesa and Krueger (1999) took the case of
individualss facing idiosyncratic income uncertainty and found, for the US
economy,, that the transition from a PAYG to a fully-funded (FF) system
facess stronger opposition from the electorate when the inequality of income
andd wealth is larger. Butler (2000) analysed possible reforms of the Swiss
PAYGG system. A variation of Butler's work is the consideration of consumptionn and income taxes on the top of SoS contributions. Butler finds that
thee support for a reform of the pension system is highly dependent on the
distortionaryy effects of the aforementioned taxes on the labour and capital
markets:: the higher those burdens, the higher the support for shrinking the
PAYGG pension system.
Too sum up, a general prediction of the MV models is that unfunded SoS
systemss with a significant redistributive component are larger in economies
withh larger (pre-tax) inequality and a larger share of retired people in the
population.. In particular, MV models predict that ageing, despite the decreasedd rentability of the PAYG system, will lead to an expansion of these
systemss as we know them, since the profile of the median voter becomes
closerr to that of a retired person. A second important common conclusion is
thatt MV does not lead to an efficient size of the pension system, even in a
dynamicallyy efficient economy.
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2.2.2.22

Political pressure based approaches

Despitee the wide use of simple majority voting models, one may argue that
policiess are not decided by direct and majority voting. Actually, what we see
iss that representatives, often with a set of proposals concerning very differentt matters, and frequently with a broad support platform made up of odd
coalitions,, are chosen in general elections, rather than single policies being
submittedd to referenda, or as Browning (1975: 387) himself states: "The
actuall political process departs from the model used here in a number of respects:: (...) jumbling issues together (when voters choose between politicians
ratherr than politics) all play a role in the real world."
Evenn in democracies, decisions on SoS systems are taken without consultingg the electorate on single issues7. It is clear that, in reality, the vast
majorityy of these and other issues are decided by politicians or bureaucrats,
evenn some non-elected, and people are not directly asked for their preferences
inn referenda. This is especially true for fiscal policy issues. How the decisions
att this level are linked to the preferences of people is an unanswered question.. Even though MV approaches clearly emphasize the trade-offs faced by
thee individual voter, they do not account for the strength of preferences and
subsequentt different probabilities of voting or for the possibility of under- or
over-representationn of a specific electoral group, nor for the fact that different
politicall histories and institutions can result in SoS systems of similar shape
andd size.
Ass there are SoS programmes in democratic and non-democratic countries
alikee - "It is difficult to see any differences in the design and amount of
sociall security between the typical democracy and no democracy once the
levell of economic development or the population age distribution is taken
intoo account" (Mulligan and Sala-i-Martin, 1999b: 26) - MV models may
7

Too my best knowledge, the only exception in the area of SoS was the referendum on

thee increase in the female retirement age from 62 to 64 in Switzerland (see Butler, 2002).
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thuss miss important features of the collective decision making. This may
raisee concerns about their suitability for the analysis of future developments
off the pension system. Hence, different approaches to decision making may
havee to be sought to get further insight into the existence of SoS programmes.
Severall contributions have been presented to study transfer programmes
basedd on mechanisms of decision making other than voting. The common
roott to many of those contributions is the inclusion of more decision agents
inn addition to the atomistic individual voting sincerely, often by introducing
aa decisional entity that can be called government, which decides on transferss between the various social groups, which are differentiated along some
dimension,, for instance, age in the case of inter generational transfers issues.
Thosee theories can be classified as interest group theories8.
AA significant stream of interest group approach literature is based on
pressuree group models (Becker, 1983, 1985; Becker and Mulligan, 1998). It
explainss the existence of redistributive programmes as the result of political
pressuree exerted on policy makers by some interest groups in society in order
too extract resources from the other groups. This literature does not formally
addresss the process of government decision making, but assumes a reducedformm function which is the result of an unspecified process of various actions,
wheree redistribution depends on the resources spent by all groups on gaining
politicall influence. The (relative) pressure exerted by the different groups is
assumedd to completely determine the policy or tax rate used for redistribution
purposes: :
tt = T(pu ...,Pi, ...,pjv;z),
wheree t is the tax revenue used for redistribution purposes, T(.) represents
thee influence function, pi denotes the pressure by group z, with J^ > 0(< 0)
88

Only the literature with relevance for the analysis of SoS will be referred to in this

chapter.. For a comprehensive and detailed analysis of interest group theories, see van
Windenn (1999).
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andd | J r < 0(> 0) being assumed if group i is a net receiver (payer) of
transfers,, and x is a vector of exogenous variables. The influence function
T(.)T(.) determines how influence or pressure by the different interest groups
mapp into political outcomes. Ultimately, the members of the group that are
moree effective in influencing the government policy will be net receivers of
transfers.. Typically, the influence function is symmetric, i.e. there is ex-ante
noo bias towards any particular group. Therefore, the success of a specific
groupp depends on economic reasons that lead that group to put more effort
orr resources on exerting pressure on the policy makers.
Beckerr (1983) and Becker and Mulligan (1998) emphasize the distortions
associatedd with transfers on the individuals' economic decisions. According
too these authors, the group 'loser' of the political process prefers policies
withh significant distortionary effects to deter the expansion of such transferss by the 'winner' group: large deadweight costs of taxation lead to more
pressuree by net taxpayers to try to decrease the tax burden, whereas higher
deadweightt costs of subsidies discourages pressure by potential beneficiaries.
Thus,, political competition among groups can countervail higher deadweight
costss associated with hefty tax per person, by putting a limit to the size of
largee transfer programmes, and therefore act as a deterrence to policies that
aree detrimental to efficiency. In fact, Becker suggests that tax and subsidy
schemess can be designed in an inefficient way with the implicit aim of protectingg taxpayers from the excessive pressure of the 'winners' of the political
process. .
Becker'ss reason for the success of a group's influence is the relative size
off an interest group, as it is easier for a small group to monitor the activities
off its members, and thus to prevent free-riding induced by large group size,
inn the sense that an individual member would not internalize the effects of
hiss decision on his group's success. So concentration of benefits among a
groupp with a small number of members and/or diffusion of costs among a
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largee group encourages more pressure from the former.

The same result

occurss if the deadweight loss per individual decreases due to a larger group
size..

Hence, as Galasso and Prof eta (2002) point out, according to this

reasoning,, population ageing will reduce, rather than increase, the size of
old-agee pension schemes, because the old, as an enlarged group, will face
strongerr free-riding effects and the young will face higher per capita taxation
deadweightt costs. Consequently, the relative pressure of the old generation
onn the government will decrease.
Thiss approach has been applied to retirement and SoS issues by Mulligann and Sala-i-Martin (1999a), who assume that a time-intensive political
competitionn exists between two interest groups, representing the young and
thee old generations. To create a lobbying-inducing activity, pressure groups
havee to favour activities that discourage their members from working, since
itt is assumed that groups whose members work less are more homogenous
withh regard to their objectives, and thus more successful as they become
moree easily focused on getting a transfer. This competition turns out to be
favourablee to the old generation for two reasons: first, they have more free
timee and lower productivity; second, the young eventually will become old,
andd expect, or even favour, some persistency in policy. To avoid free-riding,
pressuree groups favour policies which decrease the opportunity costs of lobbying,, and therefore encourage people to lobby. Mulligan and Sala-i-Martin
assumee that such activity can be done by intra-group taxation, i.e. interest
groupss tax their members to implement the group-optimal allocation in a
decentralizedd way. The old generation's lobby has the greater incentive to
reducee its members work effort, since their opportunity costs are lower, and
hencee charge the highest (implicit) tax rates. The authors point out that one
cann predict at least two results: i) expect larger programmes to be associated
withh strong incentives for old workers to withdraw from the labour market;
ii)) an increase in SoS in a growing economy due to the (relative) low oppor-
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tunityy costs of time for the old generation. Two remarks are conceivable with
respectt to this approach: first, it does not account for the (direct) effects of
generationn size on the outcomes, and hence it is not suitable to study the
effectss of ageing; second, it does not make much sense for a group to heavily
taxx its own members, or to lower the value of their net wages, in order to
inducee them to retire, as it would indeed be odd for people to take part in a
groupp that taxes them.

Leerss (2001) presents a construction very similar to that of Mulligan and
Sala-i-Martinn (1999a) but where intra-group's taxation is left out. Even so,
hiss main gist is also that the elderly are more successful at lobbying as it is a
time-intensivee activity. People will lobby more, the lower their opportunity
costs.. Hence, as the wages and productivity of the old are lower, they will
putt more time into lobbying activities than the young. Leers, in particular,
lookss at the effects of an increase of the wage differential between young and
old,, in favour of the former, due to technological change, and concludes that
suchh a phenomenon will make it worthwhile for the old to supply less labour
andd to allocate an even larger share of their time to lobbying activities. Thus,
accordingg to Leers, population ageing in itself is not the main cause behind
thee increased size of pensions, but rather the decreasing wages of the old
thatt induces them to lobby for pensions. Crucially, the results depend on
thee strong assumption that pressure groups are able to overcome incentives
forr free-riding by their members, and can therefore coordinate their activities
too implement the group's best lobbying action.

AA point of concern can, and shall, be made of the use of pressure group
approachess to analyse the determination of SoS size. It is grounded in the fact
thatt pension programmes have too broad a focus and high public visibility
too be highly dependent on a lobby or low-visibility influence by particular
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groups 99 as the numerical strength and the importance of the interests of each
generationn should be emphasized. Nevertheless, theories based on pressure
groupp can be of use to explain some particular and less well-known features of
SoSS systems, such as loopholes in early retirement schemes, industry-specific
schemess or adjustments of the elderly's (relative) purchasing power, issues
thatt will not be in addressed in this dissertation.
2.2.2.33

The government at the centre of the political process

Inn this subsection, the approach that is used in the remaining chapters of this
dissertationn to model the decision making on pensions is introduced, and the
closelyy related literature is reviewed.
Inn multi-partisan parliamentarian or representative democracies, where
politicianss rather than policies are chosen, decisions are taken by a governmentt that has its own objective function, which can have the citizens' utilities
ass arguments. But that is also the case in non-democratic countries, where
autocraticc politicians need to get some political clout to avoid public outrage.
Therefore,, an option is to model the decision making in the framework of a
governmentt as an independent agent with its own objective function.
Wee shall consider a world where the government is an independent agent
withh its own aims

the maximization of the government objective function

(GOF)) - that decides on policies that transfer resources between the various
groupss in society. It is assumed that this GOF is modelled as a weighted sum
off the utilities of the different interest groups. The outcome of the policy
forr each of the N groups in society depends on the political non-uniform
weightt distribution, that can be represented by a vector 6 = (5i,..., <%,..., ON),
wheree Si represents the weight assigned by the government to the interests
9

Empiricall support for this claim is surveyed by Potters and Sloof (1996), who find, in

particular,, that lobbies are more effective when people are less aware of the consequences
off the adopted policies.
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off group i. The derivatives of the GOF represent the marginal strength or
politicall influence of each generation on the government. Summing up, the
GOFF can be expressed as follows:
AT T

GOF:WGOF:W =

YtSiUi(xilyi)t

i=l i=l

wheree Ui is the utility function of group i, with Yl%=i ^

=

1> xi represents

thee government's policy for group i, and y^ is a vector of exogenous group
characteristics,, for instance, income or assets, when redistribution issues are
att the core of the problem.
Thee government maximizes a weighted sum of the utilities of representativess of each group. This construction implicitly assumes a compromise
betweenn the various groups in society - 'interest groups' - as no group has
completee control over the political process, unlike what is common in MV
models,, where the majority decides on the policy and the minority's ex-post
welfaree is irrelevant for the policy definition. In the case of intergenerational
transfers,, age is enough to define membership of a group, and two groups can
bee defined in society: i) a generation of young workers; and ii) a generation
off old retired people. This formulation also allows for an assignment of a
weightt to the well-being of yet unborn generations.
AA crucial question is the determination of the representation weights S or
equivalentlyy the motivation for this approach. Before moving on, it has to
bee pointed out that, although this analytical GOF resembles a social welfare
functionn (in fact, if all individuals were weighted equally it would look like
aa Benthamite social welfare function), its origin is different, as the weight
—* *

distributionn S depends on the influence of each generation's interests on the
governmentt action, rather than purely on normative judgments or ethical
norms.. The success of each group in benefiting from transfers is then due to
politicall elements, or to put it in other way, this analysis has a positive rather
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thann a normative character. Several hypotheses can be put forward to justify
thiss approach: the first is, of course, the (relative) size of the generations;
second,, also some other factors more difficult to measure as a representation
off the elderly's influence on the government or societies' ethics concerning
thee welfare of the old, as they may be focal points for equilibria of policies
thatt are favourable to the elderly. The case where the young generation is
weaklyy altruist towards the old, i.e. they care about the elderly's utility but
doo not support them directly, can also explain the determination of each
generation'ss influence on the government, since the young may not oppose
orr may even favour a government's bias towards the elderly's interests, that
iss expressed by a larger weight for the elderly group.
Althoughh this GOF is taken as exogenous, and the approach is not completelyy micro-founded, since the weight distribution is not endogenously determined,, it captures well the objectives and constraints of a government
whosee support depends on the welfare effects of its policies on the different
memberss of the society. The government's behaviour shall be taken as it is
inn fact, rather than how it should be. It is a flexible political decision-making
approachh that can be applied to a broad range of political settings. It borrowss influence from the Interest Function approach, first presented by van
Windenn (1981), which is one of the streams of interest group theories.
AA justification put forward by some authors for such a reduced form
iss based on probabilistic voting (Coughlin and Nitzan, 1981; Lindbeck and
Weilbull,, 1987; Coughlin, Mueller and Murrell, 1990; Dixit and Londregan,
1996).. This construction, that to some extent can be seen as an enrichment of
MV,, is based on the following broad lines: parties compete for voters among
variouss groups, inside of which voters care equally about the policies and to
differentt extents about the characteristics of the candidates, e.g. ideological
positionss or personal characteristics. It turns out that the problem of a
politicall party is equivalent to one where politicians maximize a weighted
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summ of the objective functions of representatives of each group, and allocate
largerr weights to groups with more swing voters, or voters whose utility is
moree dependent on the policy outcome: the more single-minded; people with
weakerr ideological preferences; and voters who are more likely to visit the
polls.. To sum up, the more sensitive the members of a group are to a proposal
orr candidate, the stronger the group is, in the sense that their interests are
takenn more seriously by the government.
Relatedd approaches have been used by Drissen and van Winden (1991),
Verhoevenn and Verbon (1991), Verbon and Verhoeven (1992), Meijdam and
Verbonn (1996) and Grossman and Helpman (1998) to deal with intergenerationall transfer issues.
Drissenn and van Winden (1991) looked at a rich structure of interest
groupss and transfers schemes, that include old-age and welfare benefits as well
ass public goods. However, these issues are addressed in an essentially static
model,, without an OLG structure behind it. Verhoeven and Verbon (1991)
andd Verbon and Verhoeven (1992) used a related decision-making structure
too address the importance of expectations about future pension benefits on
thee current decision on pensions, when individuals have perfect foresight underr an infinitely-long time horizon. These authors assume that the young
takee current and future tax rates as given, i.e. no link between taxes in two
consecutivee periods is perceived by the individuals. In an economy where
factorr prices are exogenous, it is quite intuitive that corner solutions will
alwayss arise in a stationary equilibrium: either an FF or a PAYG scheme,
butt not a mix of both, something that just occurs in transition stages. The
mainn difference between the two articles concerns the behaviour of the government:: in Verhoeven and Verbon (1991) politicians are assumed to behave
likee Stackelberg-leaders towards the current young, whereas in Verbon and
Verhoevenn (1992) politicians display Nash-behaviour instead. Within this
framework,, these authors give special attention to the effects of a temporary
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demographicc shock and their main gist is that a sequence of increases and
decreasess in taxes can arise even when individuals have rational expectations.
Thee article by Meijdam and Verbon (1996) belongs to this stream of the
literature,, as these authors use a similar framework for the policy decision
makingg in order to study the qualitative effects of ageing in the economy.
Theyy assume that the stationary equilibrium is a Nash equilibrium between
twoo players: the workers and the government, where the workers defend
theirr own particular interests, choosing consumption and savings accordingly,
whilee the government decides on the taxation of the young and benefits to
thee old. In this respect, Chapters 3 and 4 have a similar point of departure
ass the earlier article by Meijdam and Verbon. However, a theoretical differencee concerns individual expectations, since Meijdam and Verbon consider
thee case where the individual assumes away any link between the design of
thee system in two subsequent periods, while here it will be assumed that individualss do perceive a perfect link between their contributions to the PAYG
systemm and their expected benefits tomorrow. This difference in behavioral
assumptionss evidently leads to different conclusions.
Grossmann and Helpman (1998) look at the politics of intergenerational
redistribution.. In their construction, the government cares about the utility
off the currently living generations, but also values groups' gifts or campaign
contributionss to (short-lived) government officials10. As in this dissertation,
thee direction of the transfer is not ex-ante constrained to be in any direction.
Onn the one hand, SoS may arise even if the current government cannot
committ future governments on future policies, but, on the other hand, due
too this lack of commitment, it is more difficult to assure transfers to the
10

Thee same authors use a similar approach to government decision making in trade pol-

icyy (Grossman and Helpman, 1994) and special interest groups (Grossman and Helpman,
1996). .
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young. .
Grossmann and Helpman (1998) consider an enriched political framework
inn order to focus on the 'pure politics of intergenerational redistribution',
butt at the expense of the consideration of any economic decision by the individuals,, such as: the intertemporal optimization problem, that is neglected,
since,, by assumption, individuals are only net consumers when old; and
labourr supply, which is exogenous. Despite the lack of policy commitment,
agentss condition their political actions on the current state of the economy
andd their expectations about the policy that will prevail in the future, as it
willl affect the consumption of tomorrow's elderly that in this stylised model
completelyy determines the individual's expected lifetime utility. The equilibriumm concept is therefore a fixed point in the mapping from expectations
aboutt future policies to the current policy choice - a Markov-perfect equilibrium 11 .. An issue of concern in this contribution is the fact that individuals'
expectationss are not determined and, as a result, there can be a multiplicity
off equilibria, so the question of which SoS system arises is left unanswered.
Grossmann and Helpman (1998) look at the economic consequences of
politicall activities too. Their main conclusions are, firstly, that when both
thee young and the old are organized in lobbies, all the national output can
bee taken by the political process through campaign contributions and taxes;
secondly,, due to the lobbies' expenditures, the welfare with an SoS system
mayy be lower than without it.
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Note the contrast with the work of Sjoblom (1985) and Cooley and Soares (1999), who

considerr a mapping from the past tax choices space to the present decision space.

Chapterr 3
Thee Mix Between
Pay-as-you-goo and Funded
Pensionss and what Ageing has
too do with it
3.11

Introduction

Whatt will intergenerational transfer programmes look like when the populationn growth rate is much lower than in the past or when the population
iss even shrinking? In particular, what can be expected about transfers to
thee elderly? The sustainability of these social insurance or redistributive
arrangementss depend, inter alia, on the demographic and economic dependencyy ratios, or, in other words, on the population age-distribution. Trivially,
thiss holds for old-age pension arrangements, but other expenditures items
likee health-care are also age-related. If over most of the past century we
seee in almost every single country a tendency towards increasing intra- and
inter-generationall transfer schemes, in recent years the tide has turned and
61 1
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mostt countries with an ageing population are attempting to reduce transferss between a shrinking working force and an increasingly numerous old
cohort.. Some people predict, or even call for, a total dismantling of such
programmes,, in particular of pay-as-you-go (PAYG) pension arrangements
andd its replacement with fully-funded (FF) pension schemes.
Iff we believe that real economies have the property to tend to a general
equilibrium,, the main result of this chapter is that a permanent reduction
off the population growth rate, even if it becomes negative, will not lead
too a total dismantling of public pension programmes. The ongoing ageing
phenomenonn may even lead to an expansion of PAYG schemes depending on
thee political institutions within which decisions are taken. We shall expect
positivee changes in the size of the old-age income-provision schemes, but
neverthelesss a decrease in the average welfare level is rather likely.
Ass described in Chapter 1, in all developed economies retirement pensionss are financed by a PAYG system, where the workers pay part of their
wagess to provide an old-age income for those who are retired. In some countries,, there is also a second source of retirement income which is provided
byy earlier savings by the workers. In general, this is mandatory saving in
individuall retirement accounts or in the setting of the employers' pension
fund.. This is the fully-funded part of the pension. At the moment, there
iss considerable variation in how old-age pensions are financed. In the U.K.
andd the Netherlands, the role of funded systems is very significant, providing
40%% of total pension income in these two countries. In other countries, such
ass France, Italy and Germany, almost all of the pensions are fed by a PAYG
system.. The main question in this chapter is: What mix between the two
systemss may we expect for old-age income provision?
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Thiss chapter is intended to tackle the issue of the design of a pension
systemm that comprises two pillars: an unfunded PAYG system; and a funded
pillar,, built on private savings. The main question we consider is: Does the
modell lead to a specific distribution between the funded and the unfunded
system?? The second question is: How does this distribution vary with the
populationn age-distribution? At the moment, the ratio between the numberss of retired and workers, the dependency ratio, is increasing dramatically,
causingg public unrest about the sustainability of the existing SoS arrangements.. It is then necessary to determine whether the mix between PAYG
andd FF pension systems on a mandatory basis (defined by the tax rate and
individuall savings, respectively) is irrelevant, as the present variety of mixes
inn European economies suggests, or whether there is a long-term equilibrium
mix.. And if so, how does it depend on the characteristics of the economies
inn which they are set: namely, on variables like population and technological
growthh rates, and returns on capital assets?
Thiss present work has a positive character. We do not look at what ought
too be, but only on what may be expected in the long run, since the design
off the redistributive policies is essentially a matter of politics. Although the
modell built here is highly stylized, in common with the models in most of the
literature,, it allows us to gain useful insights for future policy developments.
Thee result should not be evaluated as an optimal mix, because it is the
resultt of a compromise between the citizens and the government, where both
citizenss and government optimize their respective objective functions, but
neglectt the society's overall welfare. That is why this work is characterized
ass positive rather than as normative research. In a normative approach,
theree would be a social welfare function, aggregating the preferences of the
individuals,, the maximization of which would define an optimal policy. Here
thee focus is on the de facto mix, as we attempt to explain policy outcomes
ass they are, rather than how they should be.
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Thee outcome of the model is called a sustainable Nash-equilibrium as
itt is the joint result of the optimizing behaviour of workers and the government.. In this respect, this work differs from other contributions, e.g. those of
Samuelsonn (1975) and Feldstein (1985, 1987), which attempt to find the optimall size of the pension system. Samuelson shows how a properly designed
sociall security (SoS) system, with both unfunded and funded elements, can
maximizee the lifetime utility of an individual. Feldstein looks for the optimal
sizee of a PAYG system chosen by a social planner, when myopic individualss underestimate their future consumption and income, including pension
benefits.. These contributions definitely have a normative character as they
lookk for the optimal equilibrium, whereas the work presented below has a
positivee focus. We consider which mix is an equilibrium when citizens and
governmentt with their own agendas both play their own role.
Ass we look for a stationary equilibrium, government changes are ignored,
andd we deal with the state and the government as being synonymous. We
assumee that the government is an actor in the decision process, with its
ownn objective function - the government objective function (GOF). This
reflectss the realistic situation where the government is seen as a separate
entityy with its own goals and instruments, not necessarily identical to those
off the individuals, who have their own individual utility functions, according
too which their individual behaviour is shaped.
Wee shall assume an exogenous GOF. It would be tempting to look very
deeplyy into the question of how the GOF is formed. In a two-generation
world,, where the population consists of only two homogeneous groups of unequall size, with positive population growth, there is a majority of the young.
Consequently,, if a simple majority voting framework was to be considered,
thee elderly would have no voice at all. This might yield a situation as in the
ancientt Republic of Sparta where the elderly were left behind to die in the
mountains,, unless they could live off their own savings. If the population
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growthh rate is negative, the opposite result would arise. In reality, we have
aa more diverse political decision process. Therefore, the preferences of all
groupss have to be accommodated by politicians, even if to different extents,
andd this can be done by considering a GOF that consists of various subtargets,, as many as the social groups with diverging interests. The result is
thenn a compromise between interest groups. The outcome depends also on
thee historical framework, the ethical basis of the community and so on. In
reality,, we observe that the shaping of the GOF depends on the way in which
thee government is formed. In a Western-style democracy, the GOF will be
thee result of parliamentary consensus, or at least it will mainly reflect the
opinionss of the influential groups in those societies. Under a dictatorship,
thee GOF is likely to reflect only the opinions of the dictator and his clique.
Theree are some features of our work which shall be stressed in order to
positionn it in the relevant economic literature.
First,, we introduce the government as an independent player with its
ownn utility function. When it comes to a political framework to address
pensionss issues, a majority voting (MV) framework is usually preferred, for
instancee by Conesa and Krueger (1999), Cooley and Soares (1999), or Boldrin
andd Rustichini (2000). The approach followed below comes closer to the
contributionss by Grossman and Helpman (1998) and Meijdam and Verbon
(1996). .
Second,, in our model, the mix between the funded and non-funded pensionn system is endogenously determined.
Third,, it is assumed that production factors prices (interest and wage
rates)) are endogenous. Hence, we do not deal with the case of a small open
economyeconomy where prices are determined on the international market.
distinguishess our approach from, for instance, Feldstein (1985), Casamatta,
Cremerr and Pestieau (2001b), and Mulligan and Sala-i-Martin (1999a), who
alll assume exogenous interest and wage rates. Even though this assump-

This
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tionn simplifies the analytical problem considerably, it is not accurate when
consideringg economies in which capital is not completely mobile. In other
words,, considering endogenous prices allows us to gain some insight into the
possiblee consequences of the pension system design on those variables when
domesticc investment is linked to domestic savings. Boldrin and Rustichini
(2000)) and Cooley and Soares (1999) also consider the interest and wage
ratess as endogenous.
Finally,, we assume for a negative population growth rate. This is evidentlyy a realistic and relevant situation in most developed countries, but it
iss excluded in most studies as a matter of course, in particular those with an
MVV setting, since it would mean that the retired would have all the power
andd completely determine the size of the system. We mention the papers by
Meijdamm and Verbon (1996) and by Mulligan and Sala-i-Martin (1999a) as
exceptions.. The main novelty of this work is that it seems to combine these
fourr features in one model, which appears to be a non-trivial extension of
existingg models.
Thee structure of this chapter is as follows. In Section 3.2, the model is
developed.. The solutions are presented in Section 3.3. Given our specification
off the utility function - of the Constant Relative Risk Aversion (CRRA)
typee - it is rather difficult to track all the implications of the model by
meanss of mathematical analysis. Hence, in Section 3.4 numerical simulations
aree presented in order to get a sharper idea of the nature of the outcomes,
wheree parameter values are specified, which are aimed to be realistic. Even
thoughh numerical simulations are a less powerful way than mathematical
analysiss to assess the general significance of outcomes, a considerable number
off simulation experiments, which are not all reported here, give sufficient
evidencee that the qualitative results remain the same for a wide range of
parameterr values. The chapter concludes with a discussion and a summary
off the main findings.
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3.22

The Model

Although,, strictly speaking, the work presented here deals with intergenerationall transfers in general and not strictly with old-age pensions, in the
abstractt traditional setting which, following the related literature, is employedd in this chapter, it is not possible to make a distinction between the
widerr and the narrower concept. Moreover, the direction of transfers is not
constrainedd ex-ante, and accordingly, any generation can be a (net) beneficiaryy of transfers. The only difference between social or interest groups in
thee framework of this chapter is with respect to age or the status of 'working'
orr 'being retired'.

3.2.11

The Individual

Wee assume that the life of an individual is split up into two periods. During
thee first period, the individual works and gets a wage, while, during the
secondd period, he is retired and his consumption is financed out of a pension.
Thee only difference between individuals is age. Let us assume a natural
populationn growth rate of nt per period. The population, represented by Lt,
growss exogenously according to the equation Lt+i = (l + nt) * Lt. Each individuall embodies a number of At labour efficiency units, whose number grows
perr period by a factor of (1 + gt) due to exogenous labour-augmenting technologicall growth. Hence, the number of efficiency units per worker develops
accordingg to At+i

= (1 + gt) * At.

AA worker's consumption in period t equals his income net of taxes and
savings,, is denoted by C*, and equals:
C\C\ = {(1 - 0t)wt - St)}Au

(3.1)

wheree 6t represents the fraction of the wage rate which is transferred to or
receivedd on balance from the government. As said before, this fraction is not
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ex-antee constrained to be positive or negative. The wage rate is denoted by
wwtt,, and St stands for the amount of savings, both variables defined per labour
efficiencyy unit. In this notation, the subscript t stands for the current time,
andd the superscript stands for the date of birth, so that, for instance, C\~Y
iss the period t consumption of an individual born in t — 1. The consumption
off the currently retired is:
ClClll

= {0t(l + vt)wt + (1 + rJSt-JAt-u

(3.2)

wheree the first term inside the curly brackets in (3.2) represents the PAYG
transfer,, and the second term represents the funded old-age pension, as the
onlyy objective of saving is to provide for old-age income maintenance. The
interestt rate is denoted by rt. We assume for the (working) individual a separablee utility function, where both period-utility functions are concave. More
precisely,, the individual has a lifetime problem whose goal is to maximize a
two-periodd utility function:

u\.)u\.) = unions,, et)) + p * if" (ckiCS, oet+l)),
wheree p is the individual or subjective time preference discount factor.
Thee worker has only one variable which he can influence, viz., his savings
SStt.. It is also assumed that the individual worker takes the wage and interest
rates,, the growth rate and the transfer rate as given. We observe that, due
too the concavity, there is only one optimal decision on savings for a given
transferr rate 6.
Thee presently retired have no instrument variable left to influence their
consumption..

In this simple model, there is no independent role for the

retired,, because their asset holdings were determined in the previous period
andd any inter generational transfer is determined by the government. The
utilityy of an old individual may be written as

Udd{Cl~l{St-\,Ot)).

Forr convenience, utility functions are assumed to be identical. Let us now
becomee more specific by adopting the CRRA utility specification (Arrow,

(3.
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1965;; Pratt, 1964) for both period-utility functions:

U(CU(Ctt)) = £1,

(3.4)
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wheree 7 > 0 is the coefficient of relative risk aversion. The parameter 7 can
alsoo be seen as the inverse of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution. In
thee limiting case of 7 — 1, this function tends to the particular case of the
logarithmicc utility function, so it is more general than the latter specification.
However,, the consequence of this functional form is that it will be more
difficultt to assess the outcomes of the model analytically.

3.2.22

The Firm

Inn this model, there is only one commodity, which can be used either as
capitall or as a consumption good. Production takes place using labour and
capital.. The effective labour force of this economy is determined by the
productt of the number of workers and their productivity level, i.e. AtLt. The
totall growth rate of the labour force in terms of efficiency units is denoted
byy vt, which is defined by (1 + vt) = (1 + gt) * (1 + nt). For the production
function,, a constant returns to scale technology will be used, which allows
uss to proceed with just one representative firm. Then aggregate output can
bee represented as:
YYtt = F(AtLt,Kt),

(3.5)

wheree F is the production function, and Kt represents the aggregate capital
stock. .
Sincee we assume the case of a closed economy, it implies that the national
physicall capital stock equals national savings. As seen in the individual
problem,, workers consume and save an amount St per labour efficiency unit
overr their working life; since the capital of an economy is a function of the
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residents'' savings, by summing the investments of all retirees, we get the
aggregatee capital stock:
KKtt = At^Lt^St-!.

(3.6)

Thee capital per labour efficiency unit in period t, which is denoted by ku
equals: :
M - ^ - E ^ ..

(3.7)

Forr the sake of convenience, we choose a standard Cobb-Douglas production
functionn Yt = (AtLt)1~aKf,

or, written in intensive form, yt = ~^- = kf.

Thee profit function of a representative firm becomes:
n tt = (AtLt)l-aK?

- wtAtLt - rtKt.

(3.8)

Andd the first-order conditions for the firm's profit maximization yield:
''
dAdAttLLt t

0^wt

an* * == 0&rt
dKdKt t

= (l-a)kf

(3.9)

= ak?~l.

(3.10)

Ann obvious consequence of this formulation is that different levels of fundingg have different consequences for the returns on the FF system. Accordingly,, a move towards larger funded schemes, which generates an enlarged
capitall stock, cannot be done without hurting the returns on capital assets,
i.e.. depressing the interest rate, since |^- < 0 for a < 1.

3.2.33

The Government

Thee second player in this game is the government, an agent with an objective
functionn and a policy variable of its own, by which it transfers resources
betweenn the different generations. We assume that the government has a
balancedd budget, such that an equality between current expenditures and
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taxx revenues arises. As a result of this, if the retired profit on balance, the
workerss will pay, and vice versa, and it rules out the case where both living
generationss could be made better off at the expense of future generations
throughh public debt management.
Thee government represents the interests of both the currently living workerss and the retired. It does this by maximizing a composite utility function
-- W. The government takes all variables as being given, except for the tax
ratee 0, which is the government's policy instrument. We assume:
WW = Ut{.) + 6Ut-l(.).

(3.11)

Thiss model implicitly assumes a compromise between the various groups
inn society - 'interest groups' - as no group has complete control over the
politicall process. The government maximizes a weighted sum of the utilities
off the two subgroups or generations. As explained in Chapter 2, the weight 6
reflectss the relative importance the government assigns to members of the old
generationn compared with those of the working generation. In more detail,
wee have:

ww = {u(ct(st,et)) + Pu{cl+l{st,et+1))} + su(ctt-1(st.1,et)).

(3.12)

Thee term in curly brackets in (3.12) represents the utility function of the
presentt workers already presented in (3.3). As the present workers are interestedd in their lifetime welfare, their relevant utility function contains a part
whichh refers to the expected welfare in their future retirement period. The
secondd term in (3.12) stands for the present period utility of the currently
retired.. This gives an asymmetric character to the GOF. Actually, if the last
termm would have been 6{U{Cill(St-i

A-i))

+ pU{Cl-l(St-\A))},

i.e. the

lifetimee utility of the currently old, then, under a stationary general equilibrium,, we would return to the usual Golden Rule. However, the government
att time t is not interested in C\Zi, as bygones are bygones.
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Althoughh governments are, as a rule, most interested in their own election
periodd and consequently more concerned with the present generations, they
aree mostly not so short-sighted that they would not take the interests of futuree generations into account at all. If the present government or generations
feell more or less concerned for, or altruistic about, the well-being of future
unbornn generations, this may be reflected in the GOF. For instance, we may
includee the next future generation by extending the government's objective
functionn to:

ww = {u{cl{su et)) + Pu(cl+l(st,<rt+,))}
+<+<PlPl{U{ClXl{S{U{ClXl{SMMAA+1+1))))

+ PU(Cltl(St+1,9t+2))

+5U{Cl-+5U{Cl-ll{S{Stt..uu66tt)), )),
whichh means that it is assumed that the government is sensitive to the interestss of the first unborn generation, measured by the parameter ipi (< 1).
Thee generalization is rather straightforward for a longer time horizon. It is
easyy to show that the functional specification of the GOF would not change.
Ass in the steady-state equilibrium wt and St, defined per labour efficiency
unit,, are constant over time, thus individual consumption will grow just at
thee level of the growth rate of labour productivity At. Then, for a CRRA
utilityy function, we get:
U(CU(Ct+1t+1)) = U{Ct).{l + g)l-i.

(3.14

AA similar observation can be made for the retirement part. Hence, it
followss that we may rewrite the above extended GOF (3.13), in the case
wheree the tax rate d and savings S are constant over time, as:
WW = (1 +Vl(l

+g)1-<){U(Ctt(S,6))

+ pU (01,(3,6))}

+

SU(C't-1(S,9)),
(3.15) )

makingg use of (3.14).
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Similarly,, if were to have an objective function of the type:
oo o

J2J2 <Pi{U{Cl{St+i, 9t+i)) + pUiCl^St+i, 9eHi+l))} + «/(Cf-'t&H-i. 9t+i)),
(3.16) )
wheree all the future generations are included, it may be rewritten in a stationaryy environment as:
oo o

E^<( 1 +s) (1 " ,)i ){^(C ( t (5,Ö))+pt/(C^ 1 (5,e))}+W(Cr 1 (S,Ö)).. (3.17)
i=0 0

Thee parameter ^ can be called the 'political time preference discount
factor'.. Note that there is no reason why it should be equal to the individual
timee preference discount rate p. The only thing which is obviously needed is
thatt the sum of the weights is finite1.
Thiss objective function may be re-written by setting the first coefficient
equall to 1 and then the extended GOF, in a stationary environment, becomes:
WW = {U(C't(S, 6)) + pUiCl^S, 6))} + WiC^iS, 6)),
wheree S = y>oo ^.n^^i-^i-

(3.18)

The weights may account for the generation size

andd then they become ifi = <p*(l + n ) \ In that case, the denominator is a
geometricc series with ratio (p(l + n)(l + # ) 1 - 7 . If this ratio is smaller than 1,
thee infinite series is bounded and adds up to 5 = S{1 - ip(l + n)(l + # ) 1 - 7 } . It
followss that S decreases when (p, the weight on future generations, increases.
Thee first term in (3.18) represents the lifetime utility of the present workingg generation and the future generations, while the second term stands for
thee utility of the currently retired. The weight S reflects the weight that the
governmentt assigns to the retired compared with the weight of the present
1

Wee shall assume that X)°^0 ¥>itOo+#)(1~7)T < °°- This is the analogue of the transver-

salityy condition in the variational calculus approach.
(1 7)

Vi(ll + ff) " ' < 1, and the sum £ ° ° ^ ( 1 + g)^-^

If ^^ < 1 and 7 > 1, then

is always bounded.
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andd future generations, which is normalized to 1. Note that equations (3.12)
andd (3.18) are formally identical. The only difference is the value of the
weightt of the elderly that is larger in the former case.
Inn this model, individuals do not behave altruistically towards the retired.. Nonetheless, the possibility of individual altruism could be opened
byy assuming an extended individual utility function, which would include
thee elderly's utility as a third term. It would formally look like the GOF
presentedd in (3.12). We would then have two parameters representing the
concernn for the elderly, the current S and a new £/, both strictly positives.
Yet,, the direction of the results would not essentially change as the only effect
wouldd be a reinforcement of the old-age period interests on the government
action,, since on top of the direct effects on the elderly's utility, a change in
thee government policy, i.e. variations in the tax rate, would also have an
impactt on the workers' felicity, due to their altruistic concerns towards the
oldd generation. Because, in most western economies, the importance of such
privatee transfers is low, and for the sake of clarity, the possibility of altruism
shalll be ignored.

3.33

Solutions

Wee assume that the stationary equilibrium is a Nash equilibrium between
twoo players: the workers and the government, where the workers defend their
ownn particular interests and the government represents the general interest,
takingg into account the interest of both workers and the retired. Both players
takee the other's action as given.
Assumingg that both the individual citizens and the government optimize
theirr objective functions, we get two first-order conditions. The first-order
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conditionn for the worker is:
firn firn
W tt = -U\Cl)At

+ pt/(C? + 1 )(l + rt+1)At = 0,

(3.19)

wheree the prime denotes the first derivative, and r^+1 stands for the interest
whichh the individual expects for the next period. Division by At gives:
P I & I C C J H N II

+ reM) = Df (CJ).

(3.20)

Wee notice that the concavity of the utility function assures that this
necessaryy condition for an optimum is also a sufficient condition.
Promm the first-order condition for the government, ^ ^ = 0, we get:
{U'{Cl)w{U'{Cl)wtt-pU'(Cl-pU'(Cl+1+1){l+vt){l+vt+1+1)wt)wt+)+)}A}Att

= JD'fCf-

Wee shall assume that individuals have adaptive expectations about the
valuess of tomorrow's variables, i.e. x^+1 = xt, where x is any variable of
ourr model2. In the equilibrium, savings, interest and wage rates and the
payrolll tax are constant over subsequent periods. After simplification, from
thee previous equation, we get:
U'(Cl)U'(Cl) - pU'iCl^l

+ vt) = « / ( C Ï - ' K l + n).

(3.22)

Noww it is possible to consider these two first-order conditions (3.20) and
(3.22)) as a system of two equations in the unknowns S and 6. Combining
them,, we get the necessary conditions for an optimum, and furthermore, in
lightt of the concavity of the objective functions, these conditions are also
sufficientt for the optimum. Hence, it becomes:
U'(C'U'(C'H1H1))MlMl
2

+ r) - p(l + v)} = 61/(Ct')(1

+ n).

Thee alternative hypothesis of perfect foresight, in an OLG framework, would imply

thatt today's values depend on tomorrow's, which in turn depend on decisions in the period
afterr that, and henceforth. Consequently, that would lead to an endless series of future
values,, a scenario which is neither realistic nor feasible.

(3.2
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Usingg the CRRA utility specification, it becomes:
C^C^

{{

5^ + n)

l)l)

ClCl

p(r-vY

(i M)

-

Takingg into account that per capita consumption can only grow in a
stationaryy equilibrium by (1 + g), we get:

>>

(1+jr

(3.25)

p(rp(r — v)
whichh yields an explicit solution:
rr=:=:VV

+

^

A

iLL.

3.26

PP
Itt follows that the equilibrium interest rate r is defined by the growth
ratee of the economy v, the political weight of the currently retired cohort
S,S, the population and the technological growth rates, respectively, n and <?,
thee individual time discount factor p, and the individual parameter 7. It
cann be observed that the higher the growth rates, the higher the interest
rate;; similarly, the larger 6, that is, the more 'old-minded' the government
is,, the higher the interest rate. The latter result comes from the fact that
higherr payroll taxes makes capital scarcer. The role of p is just the opposite.
Thee intuition behind this result is also clear since the higher the weight on
thee future, the larger savings will be, and thus the higher will be the capital
intensity.. Consequently, the capital marginal productivity and the wage rates
aree lower. The higher 7, the higher the rate of interest, since people are less
eagerr to smooth consumption over time.
Thee standard classical Golden Rule path, where r = v, is only realized
whenn ö = 0, as expected, since the government's and the individual's problemss then coincide. As 1 + n > 0 by definition, in all other cases we find
rr > v3. In other words, this economy is always dynamically efficient.
3

Pleasee note that, in the case of a negative population growth rate, the interest rate,

givenn by formula (3.26), is still positive as far as (1 + g) + | ( 1 + g ) 7 > j ^ .
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Itt could be surprising that the interest rate is independent from the productionn function characteristics. However, if one thinks of the Golden Rule
case,, which is also independent from any production function parameter, this
resultt is in line with the related literature. The formula for the interest rate
(3.26)) crucially shows the effects of the political process on the economy, in
particularr the role of the government's policy on the interest rate through
thee crowding-out effects of contribution rates on private savings, and thus
thee lower capital stock if there were no unfunded pensions systems in place.
Thee solution could be extended for the general GOF. The interest rate
wouldd then become:
PP
Wee observe that the only difference with respect to the previous form is the
inclusionn of 6. Let us reconsider S = ywi+gja-?)*

an(

* ^

= (

^ ( 1 + nY'

^

e

traditionall geometric pattern presented in subsection 3.2.3, which implies
thatt future generations are weighted according to their size. As we saw
before,, if the ratio <p(l + n)(l + g)1'1 is smaller than 1, the infinite series
iss bounded and adds up to 6 = S(l - <p(l + n)(l + #) 1 - 7 )- It follows that 6
decreasess when the weight on future generations </? increases, such that the
higherr the latter weight, the lower is the interest rate, when compared with
thee original rate found in (3.26). In that case, the interest rate approaches
thee one of the Golden Rule path, which is an intuitively plausible result and
conformss to the literature of the Ramsey-type models, where a representative
agentt internalizes the effects of his decisions on future generations' welfare.
Anyway,, we proceed with our work by sticking to the original GOF and
ignoringg its extended version.
Knowingg the interest rate, the system can be rolled-back to find the associatedd savings and capital. Bear in mind that, since the solution for the interestt rate (3.26) comes from the solution of system of the first-order conditions
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forr the individual and the government, it expresses the savings' supply-side.
Promm the first-order condition for profit maximization we have r = a * ka~l
-- equation (3.10) - which expresses the demand-side for capital by firms.
Combiningg these two equations, we have the stationary capital stock that
simultaneouslyy verifies the individual's and the firm's optimization problem.
^ / H ^ ^ WW

** =

\l

-ü

.

(3.28)

Sincee by assumption k = ^ , there is a one-to-one relation between
capitall stock and savings. Considering the gross savings rate s = - , and
makingg use of equation (3.9), the gross savings rate becomes:
55

(l+v)k(l+v)k
= 7^
^ = ï

l+t> i „
k

3 29

-

Substitutionn for k yields
aa

\-\-v

Lett us move to the determination of the size of the PAYG system. The
contributionn rate is derived from the first-order condition of the government
problemm (3.22). It gives us:
-{Cl)-<-{Cl)-< + p(l + v)(Cl+l)-> + «5(1 + n)(C*t-1)-'

= 0.

(3.31

Replacingg for the consumption equations, and after some simplification, we
find: find:
{(l-6)w-S}-^{(l-6)w-S}-^

{p(l+v)+S(l-hn)(l+gy}{(l+v)Ow-h(l+r)S}-n/.

Afterr straightforward algebra, we find the explicit solution:

(
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wheree B = {p(l + v) + 0(1 + n)(l + # ) 7 } " , and by making use of (3.26)
itt becomes B = {p(l + r ) } - ^ . This apparently yields a linear and negative
relationn between 9 and 5, where 0 falls with an increase in S. However, the
linearityy is only apparent as the interest and wage rates are endogenous and
varyy with savings as well. Plugging (3.30) into the previous equation yields:
d

= ^ n nn + , | l - r ^ - * —
* { l + £ ( ! + '-)}]
11 + B(\ + v)
1— a
r
Thee reduced form turns out to be:
nn

3.44

£
11 + (1 + v){p{\ + v) + <5(1 + n)(l + g)^}~^

(3-34)

(3.35)

Evaluation

Itt is now time to look at the implications of the model. The highly non-linear
structuree of the model makes it impossible to get interpret able analytical
resultss for all the effects of changes in the exogenous parameters into the
endogenouss variables. Therefore it is necessary to turn to numerical examples
too get further insight about those implications. Thus, we shall look at the
outcomess of this model when filled in with specific parameter values for its
sixx basic parameters. Yet, when calibrating this model, one must be aware of
thee fact that the time dimension of a two-period OLG model differs from that
off everyday life. For example, an annual population growth rate of 0.75% is
equivalentt to a period growth rate of 1.007535 — 1 = 30%, if we assume that
aa period (or generation) stands for 35 years. Similarly, a negative growth
ratee of 1% is equivalent to a negative rate of (0.9935) — 1 = -30%. The same
considerationss hold for the technological growth rate g and the individual
timee preference factor p. This implies that values have to be chosen carefully
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ass period values have to be translated into annual equivalents in order to
gett meaning. The three remaining parameters: the elderly's influence on the
governmentt <5, the capital elasticity a, and the relative risk aversion coefficient
77 have no time dimension.
Forr the numerical exercises, we take a fictional economy characterized by
thee basic parameter configurations presented in Table 3.1, where we allow n
andd 8 to vary. We have chosen the basic parameters with a view to getting
realisticc outcomes. For the values of the population and technological growth
ratess (n and g), there are many empirical estimation results. For the other
parameters,, the empirical evidence is less conclusive as the range of the
estimationss is broader. Some outcome variables, such as interest rate, capitaloutputt ratio, savings ratio, tax rate and funding and benefit ratios, are easily
observablee in western economies, and they provide a test for the realism of
thee chosen parameters.

Inversely, if we get realistic outcomes, this gives

aa crude estimate for the not-directly observable values for the parameters
off our model. In other words, this is the same approach, which is used by
econometricc estimation methods, where the observations are used to estimate
not-directlyy observable parameters.
Tablee 3.1: Basic parameter configuration
nn = -0.3,0.0,0.3
rr _

00

0.5
1
1.25
1 + n ' 1 + n ' 1+n

99 = 0.5
77 = 2
pp = 0.7
aa = 0.25
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Forr population growth, three scenarios are considered: an annual growth
ratee of — 1%; zero growth; and a positive growth of 0.75%. For the parameter
thatt measures the influence of elderly's interests on the government 6, we take
aa specification which depends on the (relative) demographic strength of the
oldd (i.e. ï t ) ; we consider scenarios where the retirees' interests can be overorr under-represented (yx^, yir|, respectively), taking the demographic share
66 = j i j as the benchmark, since, for S = ^r^, every individual, either young
orr old, gets the same per capita weight in the GOF. For the risk aversion
7,, we shall set it at 2, although we notice that there is disagreement in the
literaturee about this value (see, e.g. Drèze [2000] and Halek and Eisenhauer
[2001]] and the references therein). The same holds for the time preference
p,, which we set at 0.7 - it is roughly equivalent to a discount rate of 1% per
yearr (Miles, 1999). The capital share in national income a is set at 25%.
Theree are a number of interesting variables, yet here only the most relevantt ones are presented. First, we are interested in the variables concerning
thee design of the old-age income provision, in particular, the contribution rate
too the PAYG system and the savings ratio. Second, we present the outcomes
forr what we call the real variables of these economies: we are interested in the
equilibriumm interest rate, which we annualize by taking the 35-root; another
outcomee is the capital-output ratio -, where it is taken into account that
capitall has no time dimension, while output has. Therefore, it is necessary
too multiply the period value ratio by 35 to make the period capital-output
ratioo comparable to the annual figure. Later, the funding ratio is presented,
whichh is defined here as the fraction of total old-age income that stems from
thee funded pension scheme. It is defined as:
JJ

(l + v)9w + (l + r)S'

Thenn we look at the benefit ratio as a measure of the consumption opportunitiess of the old generation relative to the consumption of the young
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cohort,, which is defined as:

aa
T h ee last two outcomes deal with average consumption and with the incomee inequality between the two population sub-groups of young and old,
ass defined by Atkinson 4 (1970). Note that this inequality is, in fact, the
inter-generationall inequality in the case where there are only two groups.
Forr the 9 different baseline configurations, we find the outcomes presented
inn Tables 3.2 t o 3.4. A first point is that the model leads to a unique meaningfull sustainable equilibrium, even if the population growth rate becomes
negative.. There appears to be a strict relationship between the values of the
inputt parameters on the one hand, especially the population growth rate,
andd the resulting output, and the funding ratio on the other.
Itt can be observed t h a t the ageing phenomenon, i.e. the case of a fall in
t h ee population growth rate, will cause an increase in the PAYG tax rate set by
t h ee government. Surprisingly, the PAYG pension system becomes relatively
moree important, despite its lower rent ability. The mechanism behind this
resultt is the fact t h a t population ageing increases the strength of the old.
Consequently,, the stronger constituencies in favour of an expansion of the
PAYGG system counteract the lower return on the contributions paid into
t h a tt system. Hence, the main gist is that larger unfunded systems can be
expected,, even if for a (selfish) young individual it would be better to have
aa completely funded pension system, since the interest rate is always larger
t h a nn t h e growth rate of the economy.
4

Or, in other words, the F F pillar

Thiss inequality is based on the equally-distributed equivalent income VEDE- For
aa population of two groups, aggregate welfare is defined asU(yi) + j^U(y2) = W.
= W. When the utility functions are
Wee define yEDE by U(yEDE) + J^U^EDE)
concave,, it follows that yEDE < y, where y is average income per capita. Atkinson's
inequalityy measure is defined as A - (1 - yE~E).
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Tablee 3.2: Outcomes of the model when the old are underrepresented
Annuall population growth n

- 1 %%

0% %

0.75% %

Oldd generation strength y^-

0.714 4

0.5 5

0.385 5

Taxx rate 9

21.3% % 13.0% % 7.7% %

Savingss rate ^

21.1% % 23.7% % 25.4% %

Annuall interest rate r

2.8% %

3.3% %

3.7% %

Capital-outputt ratio |

5.28 8

4.15 5

3.422 2

Fundingg ratio fr

71.5% % 79.0% % 85.7% %
x

Consumptionn of the old C\~

0.209 9

0.229 9

0.243 3

Consumptionn of the young C\

0.230 0

0.233 3

0.231 1

Benefitt ratio fa-

90.9% % 98.2% % 102% %

Averagee welfare W

-4.607 7 -4.327 7 -4.236 6

Incomee inequality

0.002 2

0.000 0

0.001 1

yieldss higher returns than the PAYG schemes. This highlights the conflict
betweenn efficiency and political decisions pointed out in Chapter 2. If our
assumptionss hold, the size of the PAYG system can sharply increase, up to
50%,, whereas the savings rate falls to a smaller extent. The combined effect is
thatt a smaller share of old-age income will flow from the funded pillar, which
iss expressed by a fall in the funding ratio. Nevertheless, average long-term
welfaree will decrease.
Lett us get some more insight into the qualitative consequences of a falling
populationn growth rate. First, looking for what can be called 'real variables'
byy focusing, for example, on Table 3.3, it is possible to expect a non-dramatic
increasee of the capital-output ratio, and a consequent fall of the interest rate.
Thus,, production becomes more capital-intensive, which is a result also in
linee with the fact that labour supply is (exogenously) reduced. Second, the
consumptionn of both generations will decrease which leads to the decrease in
thee overall welfare pointed out above. Third, the overall benefit ratio will fall,
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Tablee 3.3: Outcomes of the model with a fair demographic share
Annuall population growth n

- 1 %%

0% %

0.75% %

Oldd generation strength j ^

1.429 9

1.0 0

0.769 9

Taxx rate 6

39.1% % 28.3% % 20.7% %

Savingss rate —

10.7% % 13.5% % 15.6% %

Annuall interest rate r

4.2% %

4.5% %

4.8% %

Capital-outputt ratio ^

2.68 8

2.356 6

2.10 0

Fundingg ratio fr

52.7% % 59.9% % 66.6% %
l

Consumptionn of the old C\~

0.184 4

0.215 5

0.237 7

Consumptionn of the young C\

0.160 0

0.178 8

0.187 7

Benefitt ratio br

115% % 121% % 126% %

Averagee welfare W
Incomee inequality A

-5.769 9 -5.135 5 -4.858 8
0.005 5

0.009 9

0.014 4

whichh means that the retired generation will be more seriously hurt than their
youngerr fellow citizens. This shows that the increased PAYG contribution
ratess are insufficient to avoid a worsening of the retired generation's relative
position.. Accordingly, the income inequality between both groups will widen.
Itt is obvious that, with other parameter choices, we would have generated
differentt quantitative outcomes. Therefore, it does not make sense to present
manyy simulations. However, the initial parameter values we used do seem
too be rather realistic. A number of other values were tried and some of the
outcomee variables were found to be somewhat sensitive with respect to the
valuess of the input parameters. Even so, the direction and the relative size
off the changes do not vary considerably. The qualitative results hold for a
broadd range of reasonable parameter values, except for the intergenerational
inequality,, which increases with a population decline for realistic values of
thee weight of the old generation's interests Ö, but which decreases for high
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Tablee 3.4: Outcomes of the model when the old are overrepresented
Annuall population growth n

- 1 %%

0% %

0.75% %

Oldd generation strength j ~

1.786 6

1.25 5

0.962 2

Taxx ratio 9

43.8% % 32.8% % 24.9% %

Savingss rate £

8.6% % 11.1% % 13.1% %

Annuall interest rate r

4.7% %

5.0% %

5.2% %

Capital-Outputt ratio |

2.15 5

1.937 7

1.761 1

Fundingg ratio fr

48.7% % 55.4% % 61.6% %
Y

Consumptionn of the old C\~

0.177 7

0.210 0

0.234 4

Consumptionn of the young C\ 0.141 1

0.160 0

0.172 2

Benefitt ratio br
Averagee welfare W
Incomee inequality A

125% % 131% % 136% %
-6.251 1 -5.497 7 -5.152 2
0.012 2

0.018 8

0.023 3

valuess of that parameter.
Thee two main qualitative results of this chapter can be summarized in
thee following conclusions.
Conclusionn 1

reduction of the population growth rate leads to a higher

levellevel of PAYG contribution rates; | | < 0 follows from numerical simulations
forfor our fictional economy.
Conclusionn 2

A reduction of the population growth rate leads to a reduced

fundingfunding of the old-age income provision, as from numerical simulations we
getget -^ > 0 for the basic parameter configurations.
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3.55

Conclusions

Thee main question addressed in this chapter concerns the endogenous split
betweenn a PAYG and an FF pension system in order to finance old-age
consumption.. To tackle this question, a political economy framework was
built. .
Thee first result of this chapter is that, even if the looming demographic
trendss would make the case for (complete) funding more attractive, in a
realisticc setting a mix between the two pension systems seems to be the final
solution.. Moreover, surprisingly, the PAYG scheme can even become more
significantt during the ongoing demographic evolution. In spite of such an
expansionn of the PAYG pillar, a worsening of the old generation's (relative)
welfaree can be expected.
Thee ongoing trends will have far-reaching consequences that go beyond
thee structure of the old-age pension system. Even in this stylized framework,
theyy will induce a more capital-intensive way of production and a fall in the
interestt rate. Overall, average welfare may be expected to decrease.
Thiss work is intended to be a positive descriptive theory rather than a
normativee contribution. It aims at a description of reality, of how the design
off the pension system evolves rather than how it should be. Nevertheless,
thiss construction provides qualitative insight into the problem of intergenerationall transfers and the present pension problem. In particular, we account
forr the fact that decisions on pensions belong to the realm of politics; on this
dimension,, and unlike most of the literature, we are of the opinion that the
outcomee is a compromise between the different generations rather than completelyy determined by the median voter. Moreover, unlike many models in
thiss field, this model provides meaningful results in the case of (moderately)
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negativee population growth rates, which will become the relevant situation
inn most developed economies for decades to come.
Inn the light of this model, the severe problems of the ageing societies
havee to be re-evaluated. It might seem premature to draw precise political
consequencess from this stylized model, as the level of abstraction is too high.
Evenn so, it raises questions that are worthwhile thinking about. The structuress of old-age pensions are vulnerable in the long run. Those structures
aree endogenous and depend notably, among other things, on the political
institutionss and the (relative) returns to PAYG and FF pension systems. If
thee characteristics of the economy change, and in this context we particularlyy think of a decrease in the population growth rate, those structures have
too be changed as well. Yet, such change could be coupled with a change of
politicall preferences, as reflected by changes in the influence of the different
generationss on the government. But the likely scenario is that the ageing
phenomenonn will also affect the decision process, and therefore increase the
dimensionn of the problem.

Chapterr 4
Howw Sustainable are Old-age
Pensionss with Endogenous
Labourr Supply?
4.11

Introduction

Cann the existing old-age pension arrangements continue in the face of the
rapidlyy ageing population? In particular, will the pay-as-you-go (PAYG)
pensionn schemes implode or explode in response to the ongoing demographic
andd labour market trends?
AA major concern of the developed world is the provision of income for the
increasingg portion of old people in the population. As described in Chapter
1,, the dependency ratios have increased spectacularly within the time span
off one generation. In many developed economies, we have entered into a
demographicc situation where the population growth rate hovers at zero or
evenn becomes negative, while life expectancy tends to 80 years or more. In
thee initial years, we may reap the 'demographic dividend', as there are fewer
childrenn to be supported, but after a while the growth reduction yields a
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permanentlyy changed age distribution, with the result that the developed
worldd is confronted for the first time with the fact that the retired part
off the population is becoming quite substantial. As the ratio of retired to
workerss - the economic dependency ratio - is increasing it raises concern
aboutt the sustainability of the existing pension systems, in particular of those
workingg on an intergenerational transfer basis like the PAYG system. It is
sometimess thought that it will be possible to maintain the existing PAYG
systemss by increasing taxes on the working population. In fact, this is in line
withh the main result of Chapter 3, which predicts that, despite the decreased
rentabilityy of the PAYG systems, their size may increase due to the increased
politicall strength of the old generations, created by the ageing phenomenon
itself.. However, it is easy to predict that it is unlikely that the working
generationss will accept increasing tax burdens and subsequently lower net
incomes.. Given such a scenario, the question of whether the existing PAYG
systemss are sustainable becomes an urgent issue.
Inn this chapter, attention will be focused on the consequences of a variable
andd increasingly elastic labour supply on the pension systems. Nowadays,
theree is a trend towards a smaller and more elastic labour supply, due to, for
examplee reduced years of participation in the labour market and a decreasing
numberr of hours worked annually. In the face of this labour market trend and
thee ageing of the population, we ask if it is possible to sustain the present taxand-transferr pension arrangements. The main question is: Does the ability of
individualss to vary their labour supply put an upper bound to the expansion
off PAYG pension systems?
Thee PAYG system critically depends on the numerical relation between
thee workers, who are paying their contributions into the system, on the one
side,, and the retired, who receive benefits from the system, on the other.
Iff the contribution rate stays at the present level, in many countries it will
bee impossible to keep the old-age benefits at the present level, unless the
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agee of retirement is postponed. Even though increasing tax rates could keep
pensionn benefits at their present level, it is rather unlikely that workers will
acceptt significant reductions in their after-tax wages, and, as a result, payrolll rates may not continue increasing if taxpayers react by changing their
time-allocationn decision between leisure and labour. So endogenous labor
supplyy is an issue which needs to be taken into account when looking at the
possiblee evolution of the size of the PAYG system. All in all, deadweight
lossess can arise and heavy pay-roll taxes will hurt the retirees through lower
taxx revenues. Thus, it is not possible 'to take all the money from the workers'.
Inn this chapter, we start from the idea that citizens decide individually
aboutt their labour supply and savings, where they take the contribution
ratee to the PAYG system as given, while the government simultaneously
decidess about the tax rate given the choices of the individuals. The stationary
situationn is modelled as a Nash-equilibrium.
Evenn though the design of the pension schemes are conditioned by the
environmentt of the economy in which they are operating, the decisions on
thesee issues are a matter of politics. Therefore, a political framework has to
bee considered which expresses the way decisions are taken, in particular, to
whatt extent they are linked to the citizens' preferences. We consider an overlappingg generations (OLG) structure where people differ only on age (either
youngg or old), and, in this context, an approach to a decision mechanism
nott based on voting is adopted. This is done, as described in Chapter 2 and
furtherr developed already in Chapter 3, by considering the government as an
independentt agent with its own objective function.
Inn most of the literature, it is assumed that labour supply per individual
iss exogenously fixed, or perfectly inelastic. Roughly speaking, the individuals
workk over the early periods of their lives up to the maximum time endowment,
andd later retire and enjoy leisure. Although that is an useful assumption,
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theree is a huge variety of possibilities for the individuals to control their
participationn on the labour market. In this framework, it will be assumed
thatt labour supply, which is the product of the number of years spent on a
wage-earning-jobb and the number of working hours per year, is determined by
thee worker. In many countries, and despite some legal constraints, there is a
vastt choice for individuals to vary their labour effort through, inter alia, later
entryy into the labour market, early retirement, choice for full- or part-time,
workingg shorter or longer working weeks. Hence, labour supply is assumed
too be endogenous. Then it stands to reason that the tax system and labour
supplyy are not independent, and that the elasticity of the labour supply
restrictss the government's ability to collect taxes on wages, as decreasing
one'ss labour supply is a way of avoiding taxation.
Thee different degrees of participation on the labour market may have a
pricee in terms of income. If a worker has a shorter career, or works less than
aa full-time working schedule, then in most cases he will get a proportionally
lowerr income per unit of labour supplied than workers with a complete work
career..

Empirical evidence that compensation per hour is lower in part-

timee jobs than in full-time jobs has been found1.Therefore, we postulate a
monotonicallyy increasing relation between labour market participation and
incomee per labour unit, such that the latter increases with the former, and it
iss assumed that the worker is aware of this fact when determining his labour
supply.. We shall also assume that the growth rate of labour productivity is
endogenous.. This rate depends on the size of labour-augmenting investments
andd technological research, and on learning-by-doing. It is assumed that the
individuall worker just ignores this second effect and decides about his labour
supply,, as if the technological growth rate is a macro-phenomenon on which
thee worker as an individual has no influence.

^ e ee Lettau (1997), and O'Connell and Gash (2003), and the references therein.
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Finally,, we account for a negative correlation between the birth rate and
labourr market participation. It is well recognized that, ceteris paribus, femaless frequently face a choice between (increased) participation or having
children,, i.e. what can be called, a 'babies-or-bosses dilemma'. Although
individualss are quite aware of this link, they do not account for its effect on
thee overall birth rate of the population.
Thiss chapter is organized as follows. First, in Section 4.2, we consider
thee setting in the literature, and we explain what is novel in our work. In
Sectionn 4.3, the model is presented. In Section 4.4, the solutions are derived.
Inn Section 4.5, the numerical results are analysed. In Section 4.6, we present
thee main implications from the model and draw some conclusions.

4.22

Setting in the Literature

Thee model used here builds on the general equilibrium two-period OLG
model,, first presented in the seminal articles by Samuelson (1958, 1975) and
Diamondd (1965).
Endogenouss or elastic labour supply has been ignored in most of the
subsequentt literature dealing with social security (SoS). In part, such absence
iss justified by the non-existence of closed-form solutions out of the steadystate,, even for very simple utility functions. Breyer and Stolte (2001) are
ann exception as they endogenize the labour supply decision. On the basis
off this idea, already presented in Breyer (1994b), the authors found that, if
thee workers can avoid the payment of taxes by reducing their labour supply,
thenn the burden of ageing will penalize the retired more heavily than the
young.. Casamatta, Cremer and Pestieau (2000) consider early retirement
issuess in the context of majority voting (MV), and conclude that a PAYG
pensionn system inducing early retirement generates higher welfare than one
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thatt does not affect retirement decisions. Michel and Pestieau (1999) consider
thee case of endogenous labour supply when the old individual has an option
too work, and find that a PAYG system induces an earlier withdrawal from
thee labour force due to the payroll taxes and the pension foregone.
Razin,, Sadka and Swagel (2002) looked at the relations between ageing
andd the size of pension schemes. Their main gist is that the size of these
schemess may not increase in the scenario of an ageing population when decisionss on pensions are taken by MV. According to these authors, individuals
becomee aware of the effects of higher taxation on the incentives to invest in
humann capital, which is acquired through formal education, and such effects
mayy make some individuals in favour of smaller pensions systems, and thus
ageingg would lead to a reduction of the size of SoS. Nevertheless, labour
supplyy is assumed to be exogenous, whereas in the model developed below,
labourr supply is a key endogenous variable.
Thee framework presented here can be characterized as a political economyy model. A contribution is given by modeling the decision making in
thee framework of a government that has its own objective function, which
comprisess the citizens' utility function as one of its arguments. This is the
casee in representative democracies, but it can describe also the reality in
non-democraticc countries or in authoritarian systems, where dictators have
too avoid public outrage and get some political clout among the population.
AA considerable literature looks at intergenerational transfer systems with
endogenouss fertility, and considers the effect of demography on the (macro-)
sustainabilityy of the PAYG system. An early bird in this literature is van
Praagg and Poeth (1975). They considered an economy with a capital-reserve
fund,, a PAYG system, and transfers from children to parents.

In that

case,, old-age income is partly dependent on one's offspring, as it is also
inn Nishimura and Zhang (1992), where intra-family transfers arise due to
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thee crucial assumption of altruism from children towards parents. Kolmar
(1997)) reverses the direction of altruism, assuming that parents care for their
children'ss welfare, and derives the optimal PAYG pension formula related to
thee number of children raised. Cigno (1993) studied intergenerational transferss where no altruism is assumed. Within a three-period OLG world, this
authorr shows that simultaneous transfers from selfish middle-aged individualss (the only ones with their own income) to their parents and offspring can
bee sustained if people see transfers from the middle-aged individual to the
youngg as loans, and from the middle-aged to the old as debt repayments.
Suchh a behavioural assumption implies that everybody will stick to the 'informall contract' and keep the inter-generational transfers flowing. We do not
includee transfers from children to parents as a third pension system, as they
aree relatively unimportant in today's developed economies.
Itt is now time to summarize the main building blocks of this work. In
particular,, what is novel in it? It is obvious that we do not start from scratch.
Theree are five features of the model, which we would like to stress.
First,, the major asset of this model is to admit for endogenous labour
supply.. The possibility that individuals choose their own labour effort is
cruciall for the questions that are going to be addressed. In particular, will
ann elastic labour supply lead to an expansion or contraction of PAYG schemes
inn the face of the present population ageing process? We may expect results
forr the shape of pension schemes to differ from those coming from models
wheree labour supply is ignored.
Second,, we introduce a political economy framework where the governmentt is an independent player with its own objective function. This approach
iss not regularly chosen, although it is also found in Meijdam and Verbon
(1996)) and Grossman and Helpman (1998).
Third,, we assume that labour income varies more than proportionally
withh the individual's labour effort, due to economies of experience effects.
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Fourth,, we assume that labour-augmenting technological growth is linked
too the length of work careers or journeys.
Fifth,, we make room for a negative population growth rate. In most developedd countries, this is a very likely situation, but yet it is neglected in
mostt studies. Furthermore, we assume that the population growth rate is
relatedd to labour supply, in the sense that increased labour market participationn will, ceteris paribus, affect the birth rate negatively - as mentioned
before,, it surmises the 'babies-or-bosses' dilemma.
Ass always in economic theory, this model is a stylized description of
reality.. We are confronted with the choice between a tractable model and a
moree complex one, which incorporates more features. The problem with the
latterr model is that it becomes difficult to find explicit analytical solutions.
Thee choice for the more complex model implies, therefore, that we have to
resortt to numerical simulations. Even though simulations do not have the
statuss or generality of analytical results, they are the only instrument that
cann get answers to our questions.
Inn fact, some aspects of SoS systems have been studied in a context of
(computable)) general equilibrium OLG models. Examples of this approach,
originatingg in the seminal contribution by Auerbach and Kotlikoff (1987),
aree Raffelhuschen and Risa (1995) and Miles (1999). These models provide a
normativee analysis in the context of a large number of simultaneously living
populationn cohorts. However, the model presented in the current chapter
focusess on a positive approach, and, moreover, it goes beyond those works
byy considering a political decision-making structure, which is neglected by
thosee authors, although it has simpler population and economic structures.
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4.33

The Model

4.3.11

The Citizen

Wee assume that individuals live for two periods. During the first period of
life,, they work and during the second period they are retired. In this setting
thee worker has two choice variables: savings and labour supply. Savings are
thee share of current income that is not consumed, and goes into a fund with
thee only goal of financing old-age consumption.
Labourr supply may be varied in a number of ways, for instance, by shorter
hours,, early retirements, longer holidays. One should think of 'the broader
dimensionss of labour supply' (Feldstein, 1996). If the 'individual' is replaced
byy the 'household', labour supply may also vary because one or both of the
spousess do not work full-time or have a shorter working career. Then it
wouldd be possible to talk of household labour supply. However, we will not
makee such differentiations. Labour supply is scaled to measure the share of
thee maximum lifetime number of hours available that is effectively supplied
byy the individual on the market. It is represented by (pt € [0,1], and, since
thee only possible uses of time are labour or leisure, the latter is represented
byy 1 - (pt.
Wee distinguish between labour input ipA and effective labour output
h(if)A,h(if)A, and a (non-linear) relation between them is assumed, which is expressedd by h(<p), with 0 < h(.) < 1 and h'(.) > 0. We assume that each
workerr embodies a maximum of At labour efficiency units. If the individual
workss for a fraction iptl his labour output will be h(ipt)At. The functional
formm that is going to be used is:
h(h(VV)) = <p\ A > 1.

(4.1)

Inn the case of A — 1, there are no scale or experience effects, which means
thatt labour output is proportional to labour input.
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Wee shall assume that the worker accounts for the fact that his income
perr offered labour unit will be reduced more than proportionally if he is less
activee on the labour market. Additionally, we also assume that the worker
takess the basic wage rate, the interest rate, the growth rate and the payroll
taxx as exogenously given.
AA worker's consumption equals:
ClCl = {{l-Ot)wt-St)}h(vt)At.

(4.2)

Inn this notation, the superscript stands for the birth cohort and the subscript
forr calendar time. As said before, the share ipt refers to the product of the
numberr of years spent working and the number of working hours per year, and
WtWt represents the basic wage rate. The individual's gross labour income will
thenn be equal to wth(<pt)At. The variable 9t is the fraction of labour income
thatt is paid as contribution to the PAYG system, which will be called the
contributionn rate or payroll tax. Savings amount to St per labour efficiency
unitt supplied.
Inn the second period of life, the individual is retired and then consumption
equals: :
Ci+iCi+i = {pm + (1 + rt+1)St}h(<pt)Atl

(4.3)

wheree Pt+\ represents the amount of the PAYG pension per labour unit
supplied.. The interest rate is denoted by r f+1 , which equals the return on
savingss that flow into the pension fund, and thus (1 +rt+i)St

represents the

incomee from that investment, also per effective labour unit. We assume for
thee individual a separable lifetime utility function:
U*U* = U, (Cf, 1 - <pt) + PU2(C}+1),

(4.4)

wheree p represents the individual time preference discount factor. The first
periodd utility depends on consumption C\ and leisure (1 — (pt), while the
secondd period utility depends only on consumption Cj + 1 .
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Itt shall be assumed that the consumption utility of an individual is specifiedd as a function of the Constant Relative Risk Aversion (CRRA) type,
thatt is, U(C) = ^z~^. In line with most empirical estimates we shall assume
thatt the parameter 7 is larger than 1. If we want to introduce leisure as a
secondd argument in the utility function, there is a variety of ways in which
thiss can be done, but obviously the specific and somewhat arbitrary choice
influencess the outcomes of the model. If, for instance, it is assumed that
U\U\ = Uc(C).Uie(l — </?), where the first factor is consumption-utility and the
secondd factor of the product is utility derived from leisure, it follows that, if
UieUie is positive and monotonically increasing in leisure, an increase in leisure
timee would lead to a decrease of overall utility U\, since consumption-utility
iss negative in this specification whenever 7 > 1. Thus, we have to adapt the
functionall form to account for 7 > 1. We assume for leisure-related utility,
thee specific form

(1J )£ ,

where e > 0 to assure concavity of the utility func-

tionn with respect to leisure. Then the utility of the workers is increasing and
concavee in consumption (Ct) and leisure (l — <pt). To sum up, lifetime utility
iss specified as:

** = < ^

* +/ £f*£Z.

(,5)

(ll - 7) (l - iftY
1- 7
Then,, after substitution of (4.2) and (4.3) in (4.5), the worker's indirect
lifetimee utility function becomes:
[{(l-e[{(l-ett)w)wtt-S-Stt}h(<p}h(<ptt)A)AttY-<Y-<
(l- 7 )(l-^)

££

P

[{Pt+1 + (l +
1-7
(4.6) )

rt+1)
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4.3.22

Demography

Populationn Lt is assumed to grow at the rate nt per period - Lt+\ =

(l+nt)Lt.

Furthermore,, it is assumed, based on the observed trends in the last century,
thatt higher labour market participation goes hand-in-hand with smaller families.. Especially, increased female participation may, ceteris paribus, reduce
fertility.. We introduce this relationship by postulating:
n n n n e<Pt, e<Pt,x>o. .

(4.7) )

Figuree 4.1: Demographic behaviour

oo

aa

Thee idea is that the population growth rate decreases with a heavier
workk burden. Typically, this reduction will be non-linear. In line with the
abstractionn level of this model, we shall ignore the availability of a market
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forr child care or any government programmes to support working families.
Evenn though such opportunities may soften this trade-off, we do not believe
theyy will completely eliminate it. To sum-up, labour market activity is a
forcee behind the demographic evolution.
Theree is a maximum population growth rate n when labour supply is
minimal,, i.e. (p = 0, and a minimum rate n — e with maximal labour supply
forr ip = 1, where both rates can be negative. We shall assume that the upper
andd lower bounds are in the order of 2% and —2% per year. Unlike in the old
days,, small families are now the norm in all western countries, as the birth
ratee fell in the 1960s and 1970s and is now well below the natural replacement
level.. This would imply that n has reduced and/or e has increased over
thee last decades, therefore leading to a lower or even a negative population
growth.. The curve (4.7) may shift or get a different form, which depends on
thee three parameters involved, which are hard to interpret separately. The
curvee has to be considered as a whole (see Figure 4.1 with n = 0.3, e — 0.5
andd x ~ 0.7). They describe a curve, falling from level n to n — e, which is
convexx to the origin with ^ < 1. When \ i s lowered, i.e. the curve gets a
steeperr slope downwards, this sensitivity increases.

4.3.33

Production

Forr the sake of simplicity, a one-commodity closed economy is considered,
wheree the commodity can be used as a capital and as a consumption good.
Consequently,, the current aggregate capital stock of the economy is the sum
off savings of all currently old individuals:
KKtt = St-MVt-Mt-iLt-X.

(4.8)
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Wee assume a Cobb-Douglas production function, Yt =

(Ath((pt)Lt)1~aK^

wheree Yt denotes total output, which, when written in its intensive form,
yields: :
VtVt = *?,

(4.9)

withh kt = ( h . *^A L ), where yt and kt stand, respectively, for the production
andd the capital per employed output efficiency unit.
Inn the case of competitive markets, the prices of labour and capital equal
theirr marginal productivities. We get as usual:
wtwt = yt-rtkt = {l-a)k?

rrtt = fk=akr-

(4.10)

(4.11)

Technologicall growth is considered by assuming that an individual's labour
efficiencyy units increase each period according to:
AAt+lt+l = (l + gt)At.

(4.12)

Wee shall also assume that the rate of technological progress gt is endogenous,
inn the sense that is a function of the labour effort, which is expressed by
ggtt = g((pt). If labour supply is low, there are fewer opportunities for learningby-doingg than when participation is high, thus most likely the quality of
labourr will be lower. We specify:
gt(vt)gt(vt) = 9 * <pl

(4-13)

Thee maximum growth rate is denoted by g. We shall assume that rj > 0;
whenn r\ = 0 we are back into the situation of 'pure' exogenous growth, i.e. no
linkk between labour effort and productivity growth. We see equation (4.13)
ass a macro-relation of which the individual worker is unaware, or at least does
nott take into account, and therefore, it does not affect his labour supply.
Thee total growth rate of the labour force in terms of efficiency units is
denotedd by vt, and we have (l + vt) = ( l + n t ) ( ! + <&). Roughly speaking, it is
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populationn growth plus technological progress. In this framework, it equals
thee economic growth rate.

4.3.44

The PAYG System

Wee consider the state, represented by its government, as a separate agent
inn the economy. The government takes into account the interests of both
thee currently living workers and the retired, and by doing that attempts
too get the support of the citizens. Thus government policies are influenced
byy both living generations' interests. The government behaves as if it is
maximizingg a 'composite utility function', which is a weighted average of
thee utilities of the different living generations. As in Chapters 2 and 3, it
iss called the government objective function (GOF), and is denoted by W,
whichh is specified as:
WW = £/ ( (C',l -

+SUt-l(Ctt~1).

(4.14)

Thee first term in (4.14) represents the lifetime utility function of the present
workers,, the second term stands for the remaining lifetime utility of the
currentlyy retired. The weight 8 reflects the relative weight that is assigned
too the retired, when the weight of the young generation is normalized to
1.. The weight can be a function of the population age-distribution, or, in
otherr words, of the numerical strength of the different generations, and then
wee have the function 6 = <5(n(), where 8t = yq^- can be assumed. Below,
thee value 6 — 1 will be considered, which means an equal weight for every
individual,, whether young or old.
Thee government has only one instrument in this model, the tax rate #£,
byy which it can influence the present and expected future consumption of
thee workers - CJ, and CJ +1 - and the consumption of the presently retired
C\~C\~ll.. It is assumed that when the workers make their decisions on saving
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andd labour supply, they do this under the hypothesis that the current tax
ratee will be left unchanged in the future.
Iff the government disregarded the population's interests, there would be
discontentt and little support for the government. If that discontent was
largee enough, the representatives would lose office to others more eager to
accommodatee people's preferences. We will assume in this paper that the
GOFF reflects the expectations of the citizens as to what the government
shouldd stand for.
Itt looks as if the government has a finite horizon of only one period
ahead.. However, this framework can be extended, as in the previous chapter,
too a multi-period or even to an infinite horizon. The following extended
governmentt objective function could be considered:
WW = U\Cl, 1 - <pt, C[+1) + SU'-XCt1)

+ CUt+1(Clil

1-

</H+I,

cltl),

wheree we assume that the government is sensitive to the interests of the first
unbornn generation as well. Recall that the generalization would be rather
straightforwardd for a longer time horizon, as explained earlier in Chapter 3,
andd that in a dynamic equilibrium the above expression could be rewritten
inn terms of the original GOF with different weights.
Thee government collects contributions from the workers, and pays all the
revenuess as pensions to the elderly, such that an equality between expendituress and tax revenues holds. Thus, the PAYG pension benefit is determined
byy the budget constraint:
PPtt * At_i * L f _! * /i(</?t_i) = 9t * wt * At * Lt * h(ipt),
andd we find:
PPtt

= 6twt(l

+v t ) - ^ - .

(4.15)
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Thee rules of behaviour are now obvious. To summarize: the workers
maximizee their utility by deciding about their labour supply ipt and their
savingss St; simultaneously, the government maximizes the GOF with respect
too 6t. A Nash-behaviour is assumed, such that both the individual citizens
andd the government take the decisions of the other party as given. The
solutionn to the model will be given by a vector (<pt,St,0t) that maximizes
bothh sides' objective functions - the individual's utility and the GOF.

4.44

Solutions

4.4.11

First-order Conditions

Iff there exists a stationary equilibrium, there have to be values for labour
supply,, savings and tax rates, such that the first-order conditions for both
partiess are satisfied. Moreover, we have to account for the relations (4.1),
(4.7)) and (4.13).
Thee first-order condition for the individual problem with respect to time
allocation,, under the case that taxes are constant over time, i.e. 0t = 0t+i,
gives: :

9U*9U* (CI)*-* h'
ddVtVt - (i - Vty h + (i-

e(ClY-<
+
7 )(i - ¥>,)*+'

p(Ct+l}

1_7V_

h ~ °-

(416)

Thee first term in (4.16) stands for the utility increment generated by
higherr income due to larger labour supply, the second term stands for the
utilityy loss caused by a leisure reduction, while the third term stands for
thee expected future utility increase, caused by the building up of a higher
pension.. We notice that, if e -^ 0, we would approach the corner solution
y>—*l,, since leisure is not valued by the individual.
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Ass h = ipx, we note that |- = - , and we get:

l

ClCl
Cf +1 JJ

pA(l-yt)-»
(i-^A + i^

^

Thee left-hand side of this equation is obviously positive, but there are
parameterr constellations, such that the right-hand side may become negative.
Therefore,, this equation does not always have a root. Since the numerator
off the right-hand side is always negative, the denominator has to be negative
too,, and this leads to the additional constraint ipt > , ,
i +

l
e

. This represents

A(7-l))

aa lower bound on labour supply that equals 0.64 in the main numerical
specificationn which will be used below.
Forr the first-order condition with respect to savings, we get:

-QS;-QS; = ( i z ^ t - ^ f o ) } + ^ + i ) " 7 ( 1 + n+MM<Pt) = o, (4.1
andd after further simplification:
- ^ -- = {p(l + r t + 1 ) ( l - V ( ) T " .
U

(4.19)

H-1 1

Noww we turn to the problem of the government, remembering that it takes
thee decisions of the individuals as given. The first-order condition for the
governmentt optimizing behaviour is given by:
dWdW

--

1

= (

C

j

r {

^

M

^

t o ) }

,__

7

+

+/>(C?+i)" Wi(ll + vt+1)Ath(ift+1)}
+6(C*-+6(C*-11)-i{w)-i{wtt{l{l

+

+ vJAt-ih&t)}

(4.20)
= 0.

Thee first term in (4.20) reflects the marginal utility loss for current workerss of paying more taxes, the second term represents the expected future
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utilityy gain for present workers of getting more benefits while retired, and
thee last term reflects the utility gain for the presently retired generation of
gettingg higher pensions benefits today.
Afterr simplification, that first-order condition yields:
*' -wth{(pt) + p{Ctt+l)-1wt+l(\
(ii - ipy
+<$(C?-1)-'Y(ll + nt)wth(tpt) = 0.
vv

4.4.22

+ vt+l)h{<pt+l) +
(4.21)

The Equilibrium

Inn equilibrium, as usual, we assume that all the variables of the model are
constantt over time, except the population and the stock of technology. To
putt it in other way, the only sources of growth are the population growth
nntt and the technological progress gt. From now on, variables without a time
indexx represent equilibrium values.
Thee solution to the system made up of the three first-order conditions
off our model, two for the individual and one for government behaviour, will
givee the solutions for the three key endogenous variables of the model (labour
supply/leisure,, savings, and contribution rate to the PAYG system). We will
goo back to the first-order conditions of the individual problem. For leisure,
fromm equation (4.17), in equilibrium, we get:

CUiCUi

(i-v)A +
^
77

or r

cici==

-,(l- y )-»

^

Forr savings, from equation (4.19) we find:
11

= Ml + r)(l - V)£-

(4-23)
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Afterr some algebra, the first-order condition for government behaviour
(4.21)) becomes:
~

( C

<

rr

( T = ^ j 7 + " ( C U " 7 f1 + v) + « ( e t 1 ) " 7 (1 + n) = 0.

(4.24)

Simplifyingg and dividing by (C t £ +1 ) -7 , while taking into account that, in
equilibriumm Cj + 1 = (1 + g)Ct~l, we get:

(
4.4.2.11

Jr r 77 ir=^F = p(1+,;)+*(1+s)7(1+n)'

(425)

'

Leisure

Combiningg the first-order conditions for the individual problem with respect
too leisure (4.22), and for the government problem (4.25), we are able to
eliminatee S and #, yielding the equation in if :

-L-L " P ? " y ) g e + 1 J ^

7 r

+ p(l+v) + 6{l+gr(l+n)

^

= 0. (4.26)

Afterr some simplification, we get the equation for leisure:
ll + e

(( , 1 - L . , >1 - * (1 " ¥>)'-* = P(l + ") + «(1 + ^) 7 (1 + «).
^ UU + I ë F ï j ) -

(4-27)

Thee solution to this reduced-form equation gives the value for the optimal
labourr supply (p in equilibrium.

This is an implicit function for leisure,

althoughh more complex than it looks at first sight, as all terms of this equation
dependd on y?, since the variables representing the political weight of the old
6,6, and the growth variables n and g, and consequently v, are also functions
off (p. Since there is no closed-form solution for this equation, it becomes
necessaryy to resort to numerical methods. The highly non-linear structure of
thiss equation even makes it difficult to conclude whether it has just one root
orr not. For some of the parameter choices, the equation has two roots, but
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onee of them can be eliminated because it fails to comply with the lower bound
onn the labour supply derived from the consumer optimization problem set in
subsectionn 4.4.1, i.e. (pt > , ,

1
e

Having determined the endogenous </?, we

mayy roll back the system and solve for the other unknowns. The outcomes
off the numerical solutions will be presented in Section 4.5.
4.4.2.22

Contribution rate

Thee equilibrium contribution rate 9 is now found from equation (4.25). We
get: :
CCll
[[

1

1

(1 - <p)< M l + t;) + 6(1 + s)7(l + n ) } '

CI >

l

'

ö;

whichh may be written as:
,(l,(l + r)S + P
(1 - 0)w - S}

=

11

1
,
1
(1 - <pY {p{\ + v) + 6(1 + g)i(\ + n)Y

,4
K

29)
}

Afterr some straightforward algebra, we get an explicit solution for 9:
99 =

'-

4.30

1-ff v + H

withtff

= [{p(l + v) + 0(1 + 9y{l +

n)}{l-(p)£}ï.

Notee that the savings ratio ^ and the interest rate r are determinants of
thee tax rate 9. However, equation (4.30) shows, as expected, that the savings
ratioo and the PAYG tax are negatively correlated.
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4.4.2.33

Interest rate and savings

Combiningg the first-order condition for the individual's savings problem with
thatt for the government, from equations (4.23) and (4.25), we get:
{p(ll + v) + 6(1 + 9y(l

+ «)}(1 -lfY=p(l+

r)(l -

iff,

whichh yields
rr

= u+ _(! +0)7(1+ n).

(4.31)

Thiss formula is apparently similar to the one found in Chapter 3, but here
cruciallyy the variables v, g and n are endogenous, since they are a function of
(f.(f. The interest rate is a function of the economy's growth rate v, plus a term
thatt crucially depends on the political weight of the old 6. If the government
doess not take into account the utility of the old, i.e. 6 = 0, the problems of the
governmentt and the individual coincide, and we find the Golden Rule solution
off capital accumulation. This result shows how important the consideration
off political features is. In particular, if our assumptions are valid, it states
thatt the existence of a PAYG system leads to a higher interest rate than the
onee which is efficient, i.e. higher than the interest rate that maximizes an
individual'ss lifetime utility - the Golden Rule, which in this setting equals v.
Wee are now able to derive the solution for savings in equilibrium S. Usingg a Cobb-Douglas production function, we have r = aka~l in a competitivee equilibrium. It follows that, in equilibrium, the capital stock becomes,
kk =

(£)^=T.

Savings are then:

SS = (1 + t;)(

^

—
aa

-)=ï.

(4.32)
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4.55

Numerical Explorations

Iff we want to analyse the dependency between the various parameters and the
outcomee variables, as said before, we have to resort to numerical simulations,
wheree specific values are given to the parameters of the model. Some of the
parameterr values are well known, e.g. the capital productivity a, whereas
thee values of others, like the parameters of the functional forms (4.1), (4.7)
andd (4.13), are less well known. On the other hand, some of the output
variables,, such as savings and the tax rate, are known in practice. Hence,
thee choice of the parameter values is derived partly from the literature, and
partlyy indirectly by looking for credible values of the output.
Thee basic parameters of the model can be classified as follows:
a.. the demographic parameters n, e and Xi where n stands for maximum
populationn growth per period, h — e stands for minimum growth, \ stands
forr the birth-rate elasticity with respect to the labour supply </?, and e is a
scalingg effect.
b.. the individual parameters £, 7 and p, where the first two describe the
effectt of leisure and consumption on utility, and the latter represents the
subjectivee time discount factor;
c.. the technological parameters #, A, r] and a, where g denotes the maximumm productivity growth, while A and J\ represent, respectively, the effective
labourr output elasticity and the productivity growth elasticity with respect
too labour effort, a stands for the production elasticity capital in the productionn function, and, as consequence of the Cobb-Douglas specification, it
equalss the share of capital on national income;
d.. the political parameter 6, which reflects the relative weight assigned by
thee government to the interests of the retired part of the population.
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Wee should be aware that we are dealing with a period length of a generationn of say about 35 years. It follows that the period and annual values will
differr for some parameters. That is the case for the growth rates, n, e and
gg but also for the time preference factor p, and they have to be annualized
too be interpreted. All the other parameters of the model are invariant with
respectt to the period length.
Wee will start from a baseline scenario. It shall be used a baseline scenario
withh an exogenous maximum population growth rate h of 0.7% per year, and
aa minimum population growth rate n — e of —0.6% per year. When it comes
too the links between labour effort and demography, the value \ — 0.7 is
taken.. The relative preference of leisure vs. consumption, expressed by £,
iss fixed at 0.7. For the parameter 7, we take the value of 2. The subjective
timee discount rate is set at about 1% per year, and its compound value over
355 years is 0.7. The exogenous maximal technological growth rate g is set at
2%% per year, or 100% per generation. Even though the empirical evidence for
AA and 77 is rather meagre, the values 1.25 and 0.80 are assumed. The capital
elasticityy a in the Cobb-Douglas production function is set at 25%. For the
politicall weight of the old 8 we take -^— with 6 = 1. This implies that every
individual,, either worker or retired, has the same weight with respect to the
governmentt support.
Later,, we will perform some sensitivity analysis, i.e. we will try to gain
insightt into how the outcomes of the model vary in reaction to changes in
somee of these exogenous parameters. The baseline scenario is summarized in
Tablee 4.1.

Tablee 4.1: The baseline scenario
X X ££ 7 7 P P 9 9 A A V V a a 6 6
11
0.3 3 0.5 5 0.7 7 0.7 7 2.0 0 0.7 7 1.0 0 1.25 5 0.8 8 0.25 5 l+n
l+n
nn

ee
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Wee are interested in the following endogenous variables:

nn

Effectivee population growth rate per period (p.p.)

npa npa Effectivee population growth rate per annum (p.a.)
99
gpa gpa

Effectivee technological growth rate p.p.

ff

Labourr supply

ee

Contributionn rate to the PAYG system

yy
vpa vpa

Incomee per efficiency unit:

Growthh rate of the economy p.a.

rpa rpa

Interestt rate p.a.

Effectivee technological growth rate p.a.

kah((p)

Capitall output ratio p.a.

yy
S_ S_
ww

Savingss over gross wage ratio

fr fr

Fundingg ratio:

br br

Benefitt ratio: -j^r

^

g

AvgW AvgW
Averagee welfare: U\ +

^

^
j^U^1

Thee definitions of the variables are clear and do not need further explanation.. We will just remember the scaling of some variables: the growth rates
givenn above; the capital-output ratio is also annualized by multiplying the
originall ratio by 35, since the capital stock is a timeless variable, and output
iss a flow.
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Tablee 4.2: Outcomes for the baseline scenario
npanpa

—0.3%

gpagpa

1.6%

<p<p

0.687

99

19.3%

yy

0.232

vpavpa

1.3%

rparpa

5.2%

II

1-78

ff

10.8%

frfr

67.5%

&rr

77.9%

AvgUAvgU

-17.31

T h ee resulting outcomes are a population growth of —0.3% and a productivityy growth of 1.6% per year. The labour effort ratio <p becomes slightly
overr two-thirds of t h e maximum working time.

The contributions to the

PAYGG system collect about one-fifth of the labour income. The total output
growss at the rate of 1.3% per year. The interest rate is 5.2%. The capital
o u t p u tt ratio approaches a value of 2, and savings will reap just over 10% of
t h ee gross labour income. The resulting funding ratio is about 67.5%. This
meanss t h a t slightly more t h a n two-thirds of the retirement income is coming
fromm savings and interest, while the remainder comes from the PAYG system.
Here,, t h e benefit ratio is 77.9%, that is, the retiree's income is three-quarters
t h a tt of the worker.
T h ee really insightful part of these numerical simulations is now to evalu a t ee t h e dependency of t h e outcomes on the choice of the parameters by
simulatingg the solutions of the model under a range of parameter values.
Inn fact, sensitivity analysis should form an important part of any numeri-
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call simulation. The ranges of values considered (arithmetic sequences of 10
elements)) are presented in Table 4.3, and the outcomes for the elasticities
off the impacts of changes in the exogenous parameters on the endogenous
variabless of the model are presented in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. Although those
relationshipss do not exhibit constant elasticity, the average arc-elasticities
overr the relevant ranges are indicative of the direction and strength of those
relationships. .

Tablee 4.3: The ranges of the parameter values
Lowerr bound

Upper bound

Increment

-0.6 6

0.4 4

0.1 1

(-0.015) )

(0.01) )

ee

00

1.0 0

0.1 1

XX

00

1.0 0

0.1 1

ee

0.1 1

1.1 1

0.1 1

11

1.5 5

4.0 0

0.25 5

PP

0.5 5

1.0 0

0.05 5

(0.02) )

(0.0) )

00

2.0 0

(0) )

(0.02) )

AA

1.0 0

2.0 0

0.1 1

VV

00

2.0 0

0.2 2

aa

0.15 5

0.35 5

0.02 2

66

00

2.0 0

0.2 2

nn

99

0.2 2

Thee corresponding annualised values are shown in parentheses.
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Tablee 4.4: Impact elasticities of the demographic and individual parameters
nn
ee
0.560 0 -1.769 9

nn

XX
0.903 3

££

77
PP
0.812 2 -0.908 8 -0.153 3

99

-0.002 2

0.003 3

0.000 0 -0.217 7

0.243 3

0.039 9

VV
00

-0.003 3

0.003 3 -0.001 1 -0.271 1

0.394 4

0.048 8

-0.486 6

0.648 8 -0.124 4 -0.405 5

0.344 4 -0.214 4

-0.040 0 0.051 1 -0.009 9 -0.283 3 -0.116 6
yy
vpa vpa 0.997 7 -1.045 5 0.224 4 -0.032 2 0.034 4
rpa rpa
kk
yy

0.057 7 -0.069 9
-0.112 2

55

0.012 2 -0.080 0

0.141 1 -0.026 6

0.342 2
0.006 6

0.743 3 -0.409 9

0.167 7 -1.821 1

0.843 3

ww

0.588 8 -0.373 3

0.155 5 -1.806 6
0.055 0.055

0.845 5

fr fr

0.247 7 -0.231 1

0.039 9

0.143 3 -0.202 2

0.115 5

br br

0.047 7 -0.062 2

0.011 1 -0.130 0 -0.170 0

0.098 8

AvgW AvgW0.868 8 -0.404 4

0.053 3 -0.484 4 -3.316 6

0.264 4

Ass we obtained 12*11 = 132 elasticities, attention will be concentrated
justt on the most important values. We shall analyse and comment on the
resultss parameter by parameter, i.e. column by column.
Thee first three parameters n, e, and \ characterize the demography of this
economy.. They describe a function, falling from level n ton — e along a curve
whichh is convex to the origin with x < 1 ( se e Figure 4.1). The effects of falling
nn and \

an(

i

an

increasing e are considerable. As expected, they have very

strongg effects on the effective population growth rate outcome. Furthermore,
theyy yield an increase of the tax rate 0 and a considerable reduction of
thee savings ratio ^ . The combined effect is a shift in favour of the PAYG
system.. In fact, this result is in line with the main proposition of Chapter
3.. The crucial force behind it is the reinforcement of the retired generation's
importancee on the government action. Thus, the increased political strength
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Tablee 4.5: Impact elasticities of the technological and political parameters

nn

AA
99
VV
0.057 7 -0.798 8 -0.022 2

99

0.986 6

VV
00

-0.018 8

aa

SS

0.000 0

0.058 8

0.214 4 -0.363 3

0.000 0 -0.015 5

0.007 7

0.000 0 -0.018 8

0.267 7

0.217 7 -0.238 8 -0.085 5 -2.637 7

1.468 8

-0.287 7 -0.150 0 0.107 7 -0.972 2 -0.293 3
yy
vpa vpa 1.179 9 0.029 9 -0.436 6 0.000 0 -0.002 2
rpa rpa
yy

55
ww

0.372 2

0.000 0

0.401 1

-0.793 3 -0.166 6

0.294 4

1.000 0 -0.807 7

-0.409 9 -0.155 5

0.154 4

1.323 3 -0.808 8

0.066 6

0.043 3

1.030 0 -0.377 7

-0.035 5 -0.260 0

0.014 4

0.000 0

fr fr -0.101 1
br br

0.079 9 -0.147 7

0.347 7

AvgW AvgW0.109 9 -0.397 7 -0.037 7 -1.002 2 -0.270 0

off the elderly compensates, ceteris paribus, for the reduced attractiveness
off PAYG systems. Yet, in a scenario of an ageing population, the benefit
ratioo will decrease, and average welfare will sharply shrink. Inversely, higher
populationn growth implies a lower PAYG tax rate and higher average welfare,
evenn if the PAYG system is more attractive or profitable when the population
growthh rate is high, which allows for more generous replacement ratios.
Thee next three parameters are the individual ones. In line with the core
questionn of this chapter, that concerns the consequences of a variable and
increasinglyy elastic labour supply on the pension systems, we shall start with
thee leisure preference. If the leisure preference parameter £ increases, it has,
ass expected, a strong negative effect on labour supply. Such a rise will reduce
thee contribution rate to the PAYG system, the technological growth rate, the
perr capita income, the benefit ratio and average welfare, whereas population
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growthh and savings will increase. Because of the more elastic labour supply,
thee government will fix a lower contribution rate to avoid heavy penalties
onn the workers' utility. Ceteris paribus, this implies a lower PAYG pension,
sincee it is proportional to the number of hours worked. In such a scenario,
individualss become relatively more dependent on their own savings when the
leisuree elasticity increases with a trimmer PAYG system. These results show
thatt elastic labour supply can put a bound to the expansion of the PAYG
systemm even in the face of political institutions that are leaning more towards
thee elderly due to the ageing phenomenon.
Whenn the parameter 7 increases, we find that labour supply, and consequentlyy the PAYG contribution rate, will increase, while the population
growthh rate, the savings rate, and hence the capital intensity will strongly
decrease.. Savings and capital intensity are strongly affected by the time
preferencee p, and are seen to increase with stronger preferences for old-age
utility.. However, the PAYG contribution rate supported by the government
decreases.. Overall, average welfare increases.
Noww let us look at the technological parameters. The capital intensity
andd the savings rate fall considerably with an increasing potential technologicall growth rate g. It appears that more growth will trickle down in an
enlargedd PAYG system. Inversely, if the possibilities for growth, as reflected
byy the upper bound g, are diminishing, this will lead to a greater dependency
onn own savings and a reduction of SoS, and to less welfare on average. These
resultss are quite intuitive, since the rentability of a mature PAYG system is,
roughlyy speaking, equal to the population growth plus technological growth.
Inn a scenario of slower technological progress, savings, and accordingly capitall intensity, will increase while the interest rate will fall. We might conclude
that,, when the upper limit of growth seems to reduce, the PAYG system
willl be trimmer but not eliminated. The higher A, the more sensitive labour
incomee will be to shorter careers. In the face of such a cost, it follows that
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labourr supply rises as workers are stimulated to work longer. Intuitively, the
contributionn rate decreases since contributions can be taken from a larger
contributionn basis. The population growth rate n decreases, and the savings
ratee also decreases if A increases. Increases in 77, the sensitivity of technologicall growth with respect to labour effort, have positive effects on capital
intensityy and savings, but the economic growth rate v will be hurt. The parameterr 7] has a negligible impact on the labour supply and the contribution
rate.. An increase in the capital productivity a will lead to a strong tendency
towardss a more funded pension system, with an accompanying reduction of
thee PAYG system and an increase in the savings rate. Despite the change
inn the system mix, when a varies, the total benefit ratio remains constant.
Averagee welfare decreases as wages fall with increasing capital productivity.
Thiss analysis of the results of the model will finish with insight into the
effectss of the political parameter 6. Intuitively, if the retired generation
becomess more influential, that is, if the government leans more towards the
retiredd generation's interests, it results in a huge increase of the PAYG system
withh a simultaneous but smaller reduction of the importance of savings for
old-agee consumption. The income level will decrease, while the savings ratio
andd the capital-output ratio will fall considerably, and concomitantly the
interestt rate will increase. Not surprisingly, the relative welfare of the old
relativee to the young, measured by the benefit ratio, clearly increases with
thee old generation's interests, but even so the average welfare will decrease.

4.66

Conclusions

Thiss chapter has addressed the question of whether pension schemes working
onn a PAYG basis are sustainable, given the current labour market and the
presentt demographic trends. In order to answer that question, an OLG-
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modell was developed where labour supply is endogenously determined. The
samee holds for the political process, the population growth and technological
progresss rates and factor prices. The stylized model presented here is an
attemptt to understand the relationships between the different variables and
too predict their impact on the present pension problem.
Thiss work expanded the existing literature mainly by endogenizing the
decisionn on the individual's labour supply. Whenever this feature is ignored,
thee prediction is that population ageing leads to a significant expansion of
thee PAYG system. We consider a government that, on the one hand, has to
satisfyy an increasingly numerous retired generation, whose welfare depends
too a large extent on a transfer from that government, and, on the other hand,
aa shrinking working population from whom contributions are collected. The
ageingg phenomenon increases potential government support for the interestss of the old generation, and therefore creates pressure for an expanded
unfundedd pension system, though the group of the working generation can
avoidd increasingly heavy taxation by working less. All in all, the government
mustt compromise between the two conflicting interests.
Thiss exercise in comparative statics tells us something about the current
situationn and the developments which may be expected in the near future,
ass the results seem to hold for a broad range of parameter values. If our assumptionss hold, the main gist is that increasing preferences for leisure, and
thereforee higher elasticity of the labour supply, will create an endogenous
boundd to the expansion of the PAYG system, as the basis from which contributionss can be collected shrinks. This tendency is found in most developed
countries,, as the use of leisure have gained more importance.

Chapterr 5
Conclusions s
Thee object of this dissertation is old-age pensions. The ongoing demographic
andd labour market trends, which were described in Chapter 1, have drawn
attentionn to old-age income support arrangements. They have called into
questionn the viability of the current arrangements in a large number of countries.. In particular, they make old-age pensions one of the most significant
medium-- to long-term economic challenges that developed economies, and
especiallyy Europe, face. Not surprisingly, this issue is at the forefront of the
economicc and political debate.
Thiss dissertation embraces a positive point of view, as the focus is on what
'is'' rather then what 'ought'. The existence and size of pension schemes is
modeledd as the outcome of a political game, i.e. account is taken of the fact
thatt decisions on pensions belong to the realm of politics. The problem of
anyy government programme that transfers resources between the different
groupss in society - generations in the case of pay-as-you-go (PAYG) schemes
-- is, to a large extent, a matter of politics, and consequently, the political
decision-makingg process has to be considered in a positive approach. The
optionn that the political outcome is a compromise between the interests of
differentt generations was followed, rather than (as in most of the literature)
121 1
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completelyy determined by the electoral majority (Chapter 2).
Thiss work is intended to be a positive descriptive theory rather than a
normativee contribution, since it aims at a description of reality, of how the
designn of the pension system actually evolves, rather than how it should be. It
attemptss to provide qualitative insight into the problem of intergenerational
transferss and the present pension problem.
Lifee expectancy has increased tremendously over the last century and is
expectedd to keep rising in the coming decades. This phenomenon is by itself
ann achievement, but it has raised the demands for old-age income support. In
addition,, decreasing birth rates are set to aggravate the pressure upon oldagee pensions schemes, especially on those that work on a tax-and-transfer
basis,, like the public PAYG schemes, where a diminishing workforce has to
payy for a rising number of pensioners. It seems appropriate to consider some
off the following solutions: cutting benefits; raising taxes; or moving towards
(more)) funded schemes, i.e. a higher reliance on compulsory savings.
Itt is sometimes argued that PAYG systems should be dismantled and
replacedd at once by fully-funded (FF) schemes, since the returns on assets
havee historically exceeded economic growth rates, i.e. an FF system would
bee more profitable than a PAYG one. However, this argument ignores the
questionn of the feasibility of such reform, and takes the returns on pension
fundss as given, missing the general equilibrium effects of changes in the populationn age-distribution, and the consequences of a quick build-up of large
pensionn funds, for the returns on capital assets.
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Thee main question addressed in Chapter 3 concerns the endogenous split
betweenn a PAYG and an FF pillar to finance old-age consumption. The focus
iss on the mix that will de facto arise rather than on the optimal split were
justt efficiency criteria to be followed. To answer this question a political
economyy framework was built. It shows that a mix between the two pension
systemss always seems to be the outcome; the relative importance of both
pillarss crucially depends on the returns on both schemes, and most notably
onn the political strength of the different generations.
Inn Chapter 3 the effects of a downwards shift of the population growth
ratee on the mix of old-age income provision were analysed. The main result of
thee chapter is that, even if the looming ageing of the population would make
thee case for (complete) funding more attractive, PAYG arrangements can
surprisinglyy become more significant during the unfavourable demographic
evolution,, and individuals will rely less on savings to finance retirement consumption.. If the underlying assumptions hold, one should not expect a completee dismantling of the PAYG scheme, but a mix of the two pension systemss still seems to be the outcome, with the benefits coming out of a PAYG
schemescheme remaining the largest source of income in old-age. To put it in anotherr way, we may expect an expansion or explosion of the PAYG system,
whichh highlights the importance of existing constituencies and expectations
inn constraining political decisions.
Thee main result of Chapter 3 is somewhat paradoxical, since the PAYG
systemm becomes more substantial in the face of ageing, whereas the opposite
wouldd be expected. It shows that the reform of the pension system through
thee political process is likely to diverge from the optimal path, i.e. it exemplifiess the consequences of economic policy being conditional on the political
setting.. Chapter 4, to some extent, challenges the main gist of Chapter 3.
Itt extends the literature by considering an endogenous labour supply. This
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featuree is based on the observation that, as described in Chapter 1, the share
off an individual's lifetime allocated to the job market has declined over the
lastt decades.
Chapterr 4 addressed the question of whether ageing will be pushing up
spendingg on PAYG schemes, and whether governments can keep increasing
taxess to finance such spending, given the current labour market, in particular
aa more elastic labour supply. In order to answer that question, an overlapping
generationss model was developed where labour supply is endogenously determined,, and thus changing time-allocation decisions in favour of leisure is
aa way to avoid raising taxation. The main result is that, introducing preferencess for leisure, and therefore endogenous labour supply, can put a bound
onn the political pressure for the expansion of the PAYG system, as it constrainss the ability to collect higher contribution rates. In other words, the
increasingg difficulty to collect taxes from the workers may lead to a reduction
orr even an implosion of the PAYG scheme.
Thee ongoing trends will have far-reaching consequences for the economies.
Evenn in these stylized frameworks, they will induce a more capital intensive
wayy of production, due to higher savings stocks and reduced labour force,
and,, consequently, to a fall in the interest rate and an increase in wages. Such
lowerr returns on capital assets makes the case for funding less attractive.
Furthermore,, society's overall welfare will decrease and the average level
off pensions will fall relative to income while working and, consequently, a
worseningg of the old generation's (relative) welfare can also be expected.
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Inn light of the results presented in this dissertation, it is evident that
old-agee pension arrangements need to be re-evaluated. They raise issues
thatt are increasingly important on the agenda of both academicians and
politicians.. In the long run, old-age pension arrangements are endogenous,
sincee they depend notably on the economic and demographic characteristics
off societies as well as on their political institutions and preferences. The
challengee involves adopting and sustaining long-term perspectives that will
createe an adequate, affordable and sustainable pension system: adequate, to
providee welfare over the life cycle; affordable, such that the most efficient
mechanismss are used to finance resources at the different stages of life; and
sustainable,, in the sense of being supported by a broad political platform.
Keepingg these issues close to the core of economic research and policy analysis
wouldd certainly be a wise and necessary move.
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Samenvattingg (Summary in Dutch)
Hett onderwerp van deze dissertatie is ouderdomspensioenen.

De huidige

demografische-- en arbeidsmarktontwikkelingen, zoals beschreven in Hoofdstukk 1, hebben de aandacht gevestigd op de stelsels van inkomensvoorzieningenn voor ouderen. Ze hebben twijfel doen ontstaan aan de uitvoerbaarheid
vann de pensioenstelsels van een groot aantal landen. In het bijzonder hebben
zee de vormgeving van pensioenstelsels tot een van de belangrijkste economischee uitdagingen voor de middel- tot langetermijn gemaakt die ontwikkelde
economieën,, en vooral in Europa, het hoofd zullen moeten bieden. Het is dus
niett verassend dat deze kwestie zich in het middelpunt van het economische
enn politieke debat bevindt.
Ditt proefschrift hanteert een positieve benadering met de focus op wat 'is'
inn plaats van wat 'zou moeten'. Het bestaan en de grootte van pensioensystemenn wordt gemodelleerd als de uitkomst van een politiek spel, d.w.z. er wordt
rekeningg gehouden met het feit dat besluiten over pensioenvoorzieningen onderdeell zijn van het domein van politieke besluitvorming. Het probleem van
dede herverdeling van middelen tussen verschillende groepen in de samenlevingg - generaties in het geval van het 'pay-as-you-go' (PAYG) systeem - is,
voorr een groot deel, een politieke zaak. Een beschrijving van het politieke
besluitvormingsprocess mag dus niet ontbreken in een positieve benadering.
Dee politieke uitkomst werd gemodelleerd als een compromis tussen de verschillendee generaties, en niet (zoals in de meeste literatuur) als de uitkomst
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vann een simpele meerderheidsregel (Hoofdstuk 2).
Ditt werk is bedoeld als een positieve, beschrijvende theorie en niet als
eenn normatieve bijdrage, aangezien het gericht is op de beschrijving van de
realiteit,, op hoe pensioensystemen zich daadwerkelijk ontwikkelen, en niet
opp hoe dit zou moeten zijn. Het tracht kwalitatief inzicht te geven in het
vraagstukk van intergenerationele overdrachten en het pensioen probleem.
Dee levensverwachting van mensen is in de afgelopen eeuw enorm toegenomen
enn de verwachting is dat dit de komende decennia door zal zetten. Deze ontwikkelingg is op zichzelf een enorme verbetering, maar het heeft ook de eisen
t.a.v..

de inkomensvoorziening voor ouderen doen toenemen.

Bovendien

zullenn dalende geboorte cijfers de druk op de pensioenvoorziening verergeren,, vooral op de systemen die gebaseerd zijn op het omslagstelsel, waar een
afnemendd arbeidspotentieel moet betalen voor een toenemend aantal pensioengerechtigden.. Het lijkt verstandig om een van de volgende oplossingen
inn overweging te nemen: verlaging van pensioen uitkeringen; verhoging van
belastingen;; of een verschuiving naar een kapitaal dekking stelsel, d.w.z. een
systeemm meer gebaseerd op verplicht sparen.
Err wordt soms gesteld dat het PAYG systeem zou moeten worden ontmanteldd en in een klap zou moeten worden vervangen door een kapitaal
dekkingg (KD) stelsel, omdat de rendementen op activa in het verleden groter
zijnn gebleken dan de groeivoet van de bevolking, d.w.z. een KD systeem zou
voordeligerr zijn dan een PAYG stelsel. Dit argument gaat echter voorbij aan
dee haalbaarheid van een dergelijke pensioenhervorming, en neemt de rente op
pensioenn kapitaal als gegeven aan. De algemene evenwicht seffeet en die een
veranderendee leeftijdsverdeling en een snel groeiende pensioen-reserve heeft
opp het rendement van kapitaal wordt hierdoor verwaarloosd.
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Dee hoofdvraag die wordt behandeld in Hoofdstuk 3 betreft de endogene
splitsingg tussen een PAYG en een KD component in het stelsel van ouderdomspensioenen.. De nadruk ligt op de vraag welke combinatie van deze twee
zichh de facto zal voordoen, en niet zo zeer op de optimale combinatie die zich
zouu voordoen als efficiëntie criteria in acht zouden worden genomen. Om
dezee vraag te beantwoorden werd een politiek economisch model ontwikkeld.
Ditt model laat zien dat de politiek-economische uitkomst altijd een mix van
dee beide pensioensystemen is. De relatieve verhouding tussen beide componentenn hangt hierbij af van de rendementen van beide stelsels, en vooral van
dee politieke gewichten van de verschillende generaties.
Inn Hoofdstuk 3 werden de effecten van een daling van de bevolkingsgroeii op de pensioen mix geanalyseerd. Het voornaamste resultaat van het
hoofdstukk is dat, zelfs als een dreigende vergrijzing van de bevolking het KDstelsell relatief aantrekkelijker maakt, het PAYG stelsel verassend genoeg toch
belangrijkerr kan worden gedurende een ongunstige demografische ontwikkeling,, waarbij individuen dus minder op spaargelden zullen steunen voor de
financieringg van hun oude dag. Als de onderliggende aannamen geldig zijn,
dann valt een complete ontmanteling van het PAYG stelsel niet te verwachten,
maarr lijkt een mix van de twee pensioensystemen de politieke uitkomst te
zijn,, waarbij het grootste gedeelte van de pensioenuitkering nog steeds uit
hett PAYG fonds zal komen. Met andere woorden, er valt een expansie of explosieplosie van het PAYG systeem te verwachten, wat het belang van bestaande
kiezersverhoudingenn bij het nemen van politieke beslissingen onderstreept.
Hett belangrijkste resultaat van Hoofdstuk 3 is ietwat paradoxaal, omdat
hett PAYG systeem bij toenemende vergrijzing belangrijker lijkt te worden,
terwijll het tegengestelde zou worden verwacht. Het laat zien dat de hervormingenn van het pensioenstelsel, vormgegeven door het politieke proces,
waarschijnlijkk zullen afwijken van het optimale pad, d.w.z. het illustreert de
gevolgenn van het feit dat economisch beleid conditioneel is op de politieke
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situatie.. Tot op zekere hoogte gaat Hoofdstuk 4 in tegen de strekking van
Hoofdstukk 3. Het breidt de huidige literatuur uit door het arbeidsaanbod
alss endogeen te beschouwen. Deze eigenschap wordt ingegeven door de observatiee dat, zoals beschreven in Hoofdstuk 1, de fractie van het totale leven
datt individuen werken is afgenomen in de afgelopen decennia.
Hoofdstukk 4 richt zich op de vraag of door vergrijzing de uitgaven aan
PAYGG systemen toenemen, en of overheden dit kunnen financieren met belastingverhogingen,, gegeven de huidige arbeidsmarkt situatie, en een toenemendee elasticiteit van het arbeidsaanbod in het bijzonder. Om deze vraag
tee kunnen beantwoorden werd een OLG model ontwikkeld waarin het arbeidsaanbodd endogeen wordt bepaald, waardoor een verschuiving van werktijd
naarr vrije tijd, bedoeldt om belasting te ontlopen, tot de mogelijkheden behoortd.. Het voornaamste resultaat is dat het inbrengen van voorkeuren voor
vrijee tijd, en daarmee een endogeen arbeidsaanbod, de politieke druk voor het
uitbreidenn van het PAYG stelsel kan begrenzen, omdat het de mogelijkheid
omm meer pensioencontributies te innen beperkt. Met andere woorden, de
toegenomenn moeilijkheid om belasting op arbeid te heffen zou kunnen leiden
tott een reductie of zelfs een implosie van het PAYG stelsel.
Dee huidige demografische ontwikkelingen zullen verstrekkende gevolgen
hebbenn voor de economieën in kwestie. Zelfs in deze gestileerde modellen
zullenn deze ontwikkelingen leiden tot een meer kapitaalintensieve productie,
doorr verhoogde besparingen en een afnemend arbeidsaanbod, en, dus, een
lageree rentevoet en hogere lonen. De lagere rendementen op kapitaal zullen
eenn KD-stelsel minder aantrekkelijk maken. Bovendien zal de totale sociale
welvaartt afnemen en zal het gemiddelde pensioen niveau dalen ten opzichte
vann het inkomen dat genoten wordt in het werkzame leven. Dit betekent
datt een verslechtering van de (relatieve) welvaart van oudere generaties kan
wordenn verwacht.
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Inn het licht van de in dit proefschrift gepresenteerde resultaten is het evidentt dat de huidige pensioensystemen opnieuw zullen moeten worden beoordeeld.. Ze roepen vragen op die een steeds belangrijker plaats innemen
opp de wetenschappelijke en politieke agenda. Op de langere termijn worden
pensioenvoorzieningenn endogeen bepaald, aangezien ze vooral afhangen van
dee economische en demografische eigenschappen van landen en van de institutionelee structuren en hun preferenties. De uitdaging behelst het adopteren
van,, en vasthouden aan, lange termijn vooruitzichten die zorgen voor een
adequaat,, betaalbaar, en duurzaam pensioen systeem: adequaat, voor het
zorgenn van welvaart over de gehele levenscyclus; betaalbaar, zo dat de meest
efficiëntee mechanismen worden toegepast voor het financieren van uitgaven
overr verschillende levensfasen; en duurzaam, in de zin van een grote politieke
draagkracht. .
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Givenn the ongoing demographic transition and labour market trends, old-age
pensionss are one of the most significant long-term economic challenges that
developedd countries face. This book attempts to provide qualitative insight
intoo the problem of intergenerational transfers and the present pension
problem,, in particular, concerning the relative importance of funded and
unfundedd pension schemes for old-age income provision. A positive
approachh was followed, where the focus is on how the design of the pension
systemm actually evolves. To tackle the topic, a theoretical political economy
frameworkk was built, i.e. account was taken of the fact that decisions on
pensionss belong to the realm of politics. As this book shows, old-age
pensionn arrangements are endogenous outcomes, since they depend notably
onn the economic and demographic characteristics of societies, as well as on
theirr political institutions and preferences.
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